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Abstract. Proving theorems is a creative act demanding new combinations of ideas and on oc-
casion new methods of argument. For this reason, theorem proving systems need to be extensible.
The provers should also remain correct under extension, so there must be a secure mechanism for
doing this. Thetactic-style proverspioneered by Edinburgh LCF provide a very effective way to
achieve secure extensions, but in such systems, all new methods must be reduced to tactics. This is
a drawback because there are other useful proof generating tools such asdecision procedures; these
include, for example, algorithms which reduce a deduction problem, such as arithmetic provability,
to a computation on graphs.

The Nuprl system pioneered the combination of fixed decision procedures with tactics, but the
issue of securely adding new ones was not solved. In this paper we show how to safely include
user-defined decision procedures in theorem provers. The idea is to prove properties of the procedure
inside the prover’s logic and then invoke areflection ruleto connect the procedure to the system. We
also show that using a rich underlying logic permits an abstract account of the approach so that the
results carry over to different implementations and other logics.

Key words: theorem proving, Nuprl, decision procedures, tactic-style provers.

1. Introduction

1.1. MOTIVATION

The technical problem we solve is related to questions that arise in the design
and deployment of software systems that we callproblem solving environments
(PSE). These include computer aided design (CAD) tools, symbolic algebra sys-
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tems [18, 36, 37] and theorem provers [8, 9, 14, 26] all of which are designed to
help people solve a specific class of problems. They are typically advanced systems
in that they reside at the top of a hierarchy of support tools such as programming
languages, databases, and special editors; and they are intended to help solve chal-
lenging problems. Most of them contain critical components that must be correct,
such as simplification routines, e.g. Pbs [1].

Since these systems interact with users at the margin of what they understand,
there is a need to extend the problem solving mechanisms over time; new knowl-
edge is added (say definitions and theorems) as well as new techniques (say new
symbolic algorithms for algebra). We call theseopen systems.

In the case of theorem provers, but to some extent in all PSE’s, extensions of
the system require great care lest its reliability suffer. The earliest provers did not
allow any user extension of theirmethods. Users could add only new knowledge.
The Edinburgh LCF system pioneered the idea of tactics which allow new methods
as well. Milner [25] said “I needed a medium by which I could communicate to
the machine certain general procedures for reasoning that it would later invoke. . .
I would not have to lead it through the elementary steps every time. I wanted to
be able to give it larger and larger chunks of reasoning powers, built up from the
smaller chunks.”

The LCF tactic mechanism enabled users to securely add new proof methods
so the design of the prover was no longer the exclusive province of the designers
(“power to the people”). Many other provers have now adopted this approach [8,
9, 14, 26].

Experience from the 1970s and earlier also showed that decision procedures
were very effective in building proofs. The Stanford Pascal Verifier, PL/CV [6],
and EHDM [29] among others used such procedures. In particular, the PL/CV-
arith [6], congruence closure [19], and sup-inf [30] are from this period, and all are
actively used today. New decision procedures are always being studied, monotone
closure [24], real-closed fields [20], etc.

Here are typical uses ofarith.

x < x2 & x 6= 0⇒ 26 x ∨ x < 0 by arith
(x − y 6 y & y 6 x + 1 & x − 16 z & z 6 x + 1
& y − 16 z & z 6 y + 1)⇒
(x = y) ∨ (y = z) ∨ (z = x) by arith

Nuprl was the first tactic-oriented prover to incorporate decision procedures.
Even though thearith and congruence closure algorithms were proved correct,
informally, adding these mechanisms isdangerous. They substantially increase the
complexity of the prover and raise the burden of checking that the system is correct.
Our experience makes us very reluctant to add more procedures in thisraw way,
and we are especially wary of procedures as complex as BKR [20]. We eschew
theseraw complex decision procedures.
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The collective wisdom of the theorem proving community has thus created a
design dilemma: How to securely add new decision procedures?One approach
has been proposed for HOL. Decision procedures would be used freely when the
system executes inunsafe mode, then those steps previously solved by the proce-
dure would later be reduced to primitive rules when the whole proof is done insafe
mode. This is a secure method, but it would cost substantial CPU cycles.

Another approach would be to verify the decision procedure inside the system.
The easiest way is to verify a purely “mathematical” algorithm and then recode it.
But this violates the maxim that one should “execute exactly what was verified”.
One could attempt to verify the algorithm exactly as coded in the implementation
language. This approach is being followed by E. Gunter for HOL90 [34, 22], where
the implementation language is SML-NJ. This is a very large task which resembles
the reflection work in Nuprl [2 – 4] on which this paper is based, but she must rely
on the stability of a large programming language and must define asubstantially
more complex system.

A related technique involves constructing decision procedures in such a way
that a full proof of any formula the procedure claims is true may optionally be
constructed [28]. This requires a metatheory in which the verification of a tactic
may be carried out. In our use of reflection, the metatheory and object theory are
the same, and linked by the reflection principle (outlined below).

1.2. SUMMARY OF A SOLUTION

The solution to the design problem starts with the observation that tactic-style
provers are just as effective for higher-order logics and general mathematical the-
ories as they are for first-order ones. All of the tactic-style provers cited here
[8, 9, 14, 26, 27] support versions of type theory, a rich foundational theory for
mathematics [8, 7, 23]. These theories are expressly designed to support the for-
malization of large tracts of mathematics. As knowledge accumulates in this form,
it becomes increasingly feasible to verify sophisticated algorithms such as decision
procedures. Bledsoe [5] pointed the way already in the seventies.

Another critical point about these rich logics is that they allow an abstract
development of algorithms, which is valuable for making results exportable.

The second key step in solving the design problem is to observe that for type the-
ories with an identifiable computation system, as withconstructive type theories, it
is possible to write tactics and decision procedures directly in the logic itself. This
is true for Nuprl, whose computation system is a functional programming language
in the spirit of ML [15], which is the language of choice for writing tactics.

A critical part of writing tactics inside a type theory is to have a model of the
logic inside the logic. Again this can be done in rich type theories and has been
done for Nuprl.

Even with these pieces in place, we still do not have a solution. At this stage
we can write and verify decision procedures in the logic, and they may apply to
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the logic. For example, in Nuprl we can define the syntax and proof rules of the
Intuitionistic Propositional Calculus (IPC) abstractly. We can prove the decidability
of provability of IPC in Nuprl and instantiate the result for the class of propositional
Nuprl formulas, which form an instance of IPC. Butstill these decision procedures
are beyond our reach; we need a way tolink this result to the Nuprl logic itself.

The final step of our solution relies on the Nuprlreflection rule, a unique fea-
ture of the system [2 – 4]. This rule says that to prove a goalG under hypothesis
H , it suffices to show that the reflected sequent,pH ` Gq, is provable. That is,
Reflection Principle:

H ` G if ∃P : Proof such thatP provespH ` Gq.
Now we can apply the verified decision procedure toH ` G as we show in

detail (Section 7).

2. Type Theoretic Preliminaries

Basic Operators on Types

We will be defining concepts from logic using type theory and the concepts of type
theory using logic. Our account assumes acquaintance with ordinary propositional
logic and working knowledge of a mathematical vocabulary which includes the
notions oftypeandset. Our type theory includes operators for dependent product
and function types, disjoint unions, subset types defined by predicates, and type
universesTypeandProp. In the next few paragraphs, we will explain these ideas
somewhat informally for the reader unfamiliar with type theory.

The fundamental notion is that of a type, rather than a set. We use type theory
because of its close connection with computation, as we see later. Thus we say that
N, the natural numbers, is a type. We speak of itssubsetsof the form{x : N|P(x)},
whereP is a propositional function. In general, for any typeA and propositional
functionP onA, we speak of the subset of thosex in A such thatP is true, written
{x :A | P(x)}.

Given two typesA andB, we talk about theirproduct, A×B, and theirdisjoint
union,A+B. We also consider the type of functions fromA toB, writtenA→ B.
These constructions are usually thought of as operations on types, but they make
sense for sets as well. However, in the language of sets we usually consider other
concepts first, such as the power setP (A), of all subsets ofA and the unionA∪B.
These are less common operations in type theory, and we do not need them in
this paper. By limiting ourselves to operators such as product and disjoint union,
we can maintain a direct correspondence with the notion of type in programming
languages (where the productA×B is often generalized ton-tuples, called arecord
type, A1×A2 × · · · × An).

Both the function and product types are generalized to include infinitary ver-
sions. So ifBx is a type for eachx in A, i.e., a family of types, then
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x : A→ Bx is the type of all functionsf such thatf (a) ∈ Ba
for all a ∈ A (sometimes denoted5x : A.Bx), and

x : A× Bx is the type of all pairs〈a, b〉 such thatb ∈ Ba for a ∈ A
(sometimes denoted6x : A.Bx).

Among the types are the large typesTypeandProp. These denote the collection
of (small) types and the collection of (small) propositions. More will be said as
necessary, but for now it suffices to know that a propositional function on a typeA

is just an element ofA→ Prop.

Algebraic Structures and Abstract Types

We will be very concerned with algebraic structures. An example is a monoid
which is a typeM along with an associative binary operation onM, say f :
M ×M → M, and an identityi in M. The triple〈M,f, i〉 is usually considered a
monoid. It is an element of the product type which is written

M : Type× f : (M ×M →M)× i : M.
Sometimes we think ofM : Type, f : M ×M →M andi : M as thesignature

of the monoid.
In programming language terms, these algebraic structures are calledabstract

data types. The idea is that the carrierM is any type which supports the operators
called for in the signature. They are abstract because we do not say how to “imple-
ment” the data type. So, one instance or implementation of a monoid isN with the
plus operator,+, and the additive identity element, 0; i.e.〈N,+,0〉 is a monoid.
In general, we will also need to describe an equality on the abstract type. In an
algebraic context this equality is implicit, but later in the paper we shall find that
the carrier set’s own equality may not be the one we wish to use. For this example
we do not explore this further.

To conclude that〈N,+,0〉 is really a monoid, we must actually show that+ is
associative, and that 0 is an identity. More formally, if we defineassocso that

assoc(M, f ) iff ∀x, y, z : M(f (x, f (y, z)) = f (f (x, y), z)),
we must show thatassoc(N,+) holds. Likewise, if we defineid so that

id(M, f, i) iff ∀x : M(f (x, i) = x = f (i, x)),
we must show thatid(N,+,0) holds.

If we include these propositions in the signature, we can give a complete defin-
ition of the abstract data type of monoids.

M : Type× f : (M ×M →M)× i : M × assoc(M, f )× id(M, f, i).

An element of this type is a 5-tuple. It consists of a typeA called thecarrier,
an operationg onA, an elementa of A, some evidence thatg is associative onA,
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say a formal proofassoc_proof(A, g), and some evidenceid_proof(A, g, a) thata
is an identity. Such a 5-tuple,

〈A, g, a,assoc_proof(A, g), id_proof(A, g, a)〉,

is a(full) monoid.

3. Logical Preliminaries

The logic which we will eventually formalize within our type theory is intuition-
istic propositional logic. The proof system we use a Gentzen sequent calculus. An
informal explanation follows; see [13] for a fuller account.

Formulas

We adopt these standard logical operations on formulasP andQ.

notation meaning

⊥ the false proposition

(P & Q) P andQ

(P ∨Q) P orQ (constructively)

(P ⇒ Q) P impliesQ (constructively)

The constructive understanding of the operations is in terms of provability. To
say that a formulaP is true is to say that it isprovable, i.e., that we have a proof of
it.

(P & Q) is provable iff bothP andQ are.
(P ∨Q) is provable iff eitherP is provable orQ is.
(P ⇒ Q) is provable iff there is a method of transforming

any proof ofP to a proof ofQ
⊥ is not provable.

Proofs

The notion of proof formalized here is based on the notion of asequentintroduced
by Gentzen. A sequent is a pair consisting of a goal formula,G, and a multiset of
formulas which are the hypotheses which can be used to deduceG using certain
rulesof proof. We write a sequent asA1, . . . , An ` G. The multiset of hypotheses
is {A1, . . . , An}. Other formulations are possible, for instance, using sets or lists
of hypotheses instead of multisets. Multisets will require less proof bookkeeping
than sets, and provide an interesting abstract data type with which to illustrate our
approach.
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A proof itself is basically a tree labelled by sequents and rules. Rules follow
the sequent calculus pattern discovered by Gentzen. Here are some of them in the
usual style:

A1, . . . , An ` Ai by Hypothesis,Ai provided 16 i 6 n.

A1, . . . , An ` G by FalseLeft provided one of theAi is⊥.

A1, . . . , An ` G
A1, . . . , An ` G ∨ B by OrRight 1,B

A1, . . . , An ` G
A1, . . . , An ` B ∨G by OrRight 2,B

A1, . . . , A, . . . , An ` G A1, . . . , B, . . . , An ` G
A1, . . . , A ∨ B, . . . , An ` G by OrLeft, A,B

A1, . . . , A, . . . , An ` B
A1, . . . , An ` A⇒ B

by ImpRight, A

A1, . . . , B, . . . , An ` G A1, . . . , An ` A
A1, . . . , A⇒ B, . . . , An ` G by ImpLeft, B

Here is an example of a simple proof according to these rules in this format.

A ` A by Hypothesis,A

A ` A ∨ B by OrRight 1,B

` A⇒ (A ∨ B) by ImpRight,A

4. Abstract Logic

Abstract data types provide a method for specifying types together with operations
to construct and use elements of the types. In a sense, they allow the definition
of types characterized by operations rather than members. They are abstract in
the sense that they only specify the available operations, they do not give their
implementation. In Nuprl, abstract data types are encoded using dependent tuple
types: each admissible implementation is given as a tuple belonging to this type.
The tuple contains a carrier type, constructor functions that produce elements of
the carrier, primitive operations on the type, and evidence that the constructors and
primitive operations interact correctly. A similar type theoretic approach to abstract
data types is found in [21].

We use abstract data types in our completeness proof for two reasons. First, they
allow the description of the decision procedure arising from the completeness proof
to be made relative to a standard, natural presentation of the object logic. Since the
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object logic is usually much less rich than Nuprl, this simplifies the required proofs
significantly. Second, they facilitate the use of our theorem by other members of
the theorem proving community. All that is required to apply our theorem to other
theorem provers is the provision of an appropriate instantiation for the abstract data
types. The alternative approach, using Nuprl’s types directly, requires that the user
determine which features of Nuprl’s logic we use, and show how these features are
mapped into their target logic.

Abstract data types can depend on other objects. For example, we give an ab-
stract data type of multisets which depends on the type over which multisets are to
be formed, and on a decision function for equality on this type. The intention of this
abstract data type is to specify a multiset type constructor. That is, we expect the
implementation of multisets to be parametric in the type over which the multisets
are formed (and its equality). This requires that the implementation of the multiset
abstract data type be a function that maps a typeA and an equality decision function
for A to an implementation of multisets ofA. This means that the multiset abstract
data type must be a dependent function type.

The kind of dependence illustrated by the multiset abstract data type is not
always appropriate. For example, we give an abstract data type for proofs. The
type of proofs depends on the type of formulas. However, it would be excessively
onerous to require that implementations of the proof abstract data type be paramet-
ric in the representation of formulas. This would require that an implementation
be able to map any representation of formulas to a corresponding implementation
of the proof data type. This is unreasonable because we need to be able easily to
instantiate the proof abstract data type with concrete proof types. Concrete proof
types are usually explicitly tailored to a particular concrete formula type. To make
such a type parametric in formulas would require that we map formulas into the
preferred representation. We would, in effect, have to implement the formula type
all over again as part of the implementation of proofs.

Instead, we specify the proof abstract data type as a function. Roughly speaking,
this function takes an implementation of formulas, and returns anabstractdata
type for proofs. Thus, it is the abstract data type of proofs that is parametric in
formulas, rather than its instantiations. We instantiate particular instances of the
proof abstract data type with tuples. An instantiation needs to be valid only for a
particular instantiation of formulas.

For our presentation of the propositional calculus, we will define three abstract
data types:MULTISET, WFFandPROOF. MULTISETis parameterized by a type
and an equality decider for this type.WFFdepends on the type used for variables,
and the injection function used to make variables into formulas.PROOFdepends
on bothWFFandMULTISET.
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4.1. MULTISETS

A multisetover a typeA is a collection of elements ofA in which a given element
may appear multiple times, but in which there is no ordering of the elements.
Any finite multiset is either empty, or can be thought of as the result of adding
an element to another (smaller) finite multiset. The order in which these elements
are added is irrelevant; the same multiset is produced regardless of the order. An
induction principle can be given for finite multisets.

We give a parameterized abstract data type of multisets. It gives a type theoretic
specification of any implementation of the finite multiset type constructor. Given
any typeA, and a decision function for equality onA, each implementation of the
multiset abstract data type must produce an object that implements multisets ofA.
This object is a tuple. It includes a carrier typeM, a function that decides equality
onM, multiset constructors, and a multiset induction function.

The equality decision function induces an equivalence relation onM, which is
used as multiset equality. We use an explicit representation of multiset equality for
two reasons. First, it makes explicit the decidability of equality for finite multisets
on discrete types. Second, and more generally, to treat a data type abstractly, we
should also treat equality on the type abstractly as well. This emphasizes the fact
that we are not simply defining an inductive structure.

Two constructors are required in the implementation of multisets. A nullary
constructor is used to produce the empty multiset. And a constructor is provided
with which to add an element to an existing multiset. The induction function pro-
vides an implementation of the induction principle on multisets. It can be used to
define functions and predicates by structural induction on multisets.

The induction principle itself is quite simple. Given a type constructorP pa-
rameterized by multisets, the induction principle gives us a means by which to
produce an element of the typeP(x) for any multisetx. To do so, it requires that
we provide an object of typeP(e), wheree is the empty multiset. It also requires us
to provide a functionf that maps a multisetm, an elementa, and an object of type
P(m), to an object of typeP(m′), wherem′ is the multiset formed by the addition
of a to m. The intuition is that we begin with the object of typeP(e) and usef
repeatedly, once for each element ofx, to build up an object of typeP(x).

The specification is somewhat complicated because we want to get the same
answer regardless of the order in which we take the elements ofx. To guarantee
that this is the case, we must impose an additional restriction onf . As well as
being functional in its arguments, we require that ifa anda′ are elements,m is
a multiset, andx is an object of typeP(m), then the object based onx which is
created byf through adding firsta and thena′ is the same as the object created by
adding firsta′ and thena. The intuition behind this restriction is thatf must not
allow us to distinguish between multisets created in different orders.

We defineMULTISET, the abstract type of multisets, formally as a dependent
function type. The domain type is a typeA, and its codomain is itself a func-
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tion type. The domain of the result is the type of equality deciders forA, and
its codomain is a dependent product type intended to specify implementations of
multisets ofA. An equality decider forA is a function fromA toA to bool which
induces an equivalence relation onA when its result is treated as a proposition in
the natural way. In order to express the complete definition ofMULTISETrelatively
concisely, we shall introduce some notation. We use≡ to represent the definition
of an abbreviation or some notation; the symbol= represents equality within the
type theory.

DEFINITION 1 (↑ {P } andEqDeciderA).

↑ {P } ≡ if P thentruePropelsefalse Prop
EqDeciderA ≡
{f : A→ A→ bool | λx, y. ↑ {f (x)(y)} is an equivalence onA}

where trueProp and falsePropare some canonical true and false propositions,
respectively.

An implementation of a multiset ofA consists of a carrier typeM, an equality
decider forM that induces an equality for the multiset, a distinguished element
EmptyofM that serves as the empty multiset, a functionAddmappingA toM toM
that serves as the multiset insertion function, an implementationMInd of multiset
induction, and evidence that these objects interact correctly. These interactions are
expressed as logical axioms, and the evidence consists of several objects, one for
each axiom, which belong to the type used to express the axiom. There are four
such axioms.

The functionAdd is required to be functional with respect to the equivalence
induced byAiseqin its first argument and with respect to the one induced byEq
in its second. To facilitate our presentation we introduce some notation. For any
type constructorT [a,m] parameterized by an elementa ofA, and a multisetm, we
definea : A⇒ m : M ⇒ T [a,m] to be the type of functions that map an elementa

of A and a multisetm to T [a,m] and that are functional in the appropriate fashion.

DEFINITION 2 (a : A⇒ m : M ⇒ T [a,m]).
a : A⇒ m : M ⇒ T [a,m] ≡
{f : a : A→ m : M → T [a,m]
| ∀a, a′ : A,m,m′ : M.
↑ {Aiseq(a)(a′)} ⇒↑ {Eq(m)(m′)}
⇒ (f (a)(m) = f (a′)(m′) ∈ T [a,m])

}
Then,Addmust be a member ofA⇒M ⇒M. Note that, as usual, we omit the

bindings if they are not used. Recall that the order in which elements are added to
multisets is supposed to be irrelevant. This imposes a constraint on the interaction
of AddandEq. Given a multisetm, if we add elementsa anda′ tom, we should
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get equal multisets regardless of the order in whicha anda′ are added tom. This
yields the first of the four axioms:

DEFINITION 3 (Axiom 1).

Axiom1≡
∀a, a′ : A.m : M. ↑ {Eq(Add(a)(Add(a′)(s)))(Add(a′)(Add(a)(s)))}.

Rather than introducing this as an axiom, we could have included this as part of
the type ofAdd, but it seems more natural to treat it as a separate axiom.

The functionMInd implements multiset induction. As such, it must map a type
constructorP onM, an elemente of P(Empty), a functionf , and a multisetm,
to an element ofP(m). These arguments are required to meet certain constraints.
The type constructorP is required to be functional with respect to the equivalence
relation induced byEq. And the functionf is constrained as described above. In
return,MInd is required to be functional with respect to the equivalence relation
induced byEq in its fourth argumentm. Moreover,MInd is required to behave
extensionally as our intuition suggests it should. Ifm is an empty multiset, it should
return e. And if m can be viewed asAdd(a)(m′) for some elementa of A, and
multisetm′, then MInd(P )(e)(f )(m) should bef (a)(m′)(MInd(P )(e)(f )(m′)).
These three conditions onMInd give rise to the other three axioms for multisets.

Before we give the type ofMInd and the three remaining axioms, we introduce
some more notation. First, for any typeT , the typeM ⇒ T contains all the
functions fromM to T that are functional with respect to the equivalence relation
induced byEq.

DEFINITION 4 (M ⇒ T ).

M ⇒ T ≡ {f : M → T | ∀m,m′ :↑ {Eq(m)(m′)} ⇒ f (m) = f (m′) ∈ T }.
ThenP must belong to the typeM ⇒ Type. The typeTypeis auniverse type;

in Nuprl there is a hierarchy of universe types to avoid problems with theType :
Typeconstruction. For convenience, we ignore the details of the hierarchy and just
consider one type universe calledType.

Next, we introduce a type constructorIndFun with which to specify the type
of f . LetA be a type, and letAiseqbe an equality decider for this type. Suppose
thatM is the carrier type of an implementation of multisets for the typeA and the
equality deciderAiseq. Suppose thatEq is the equality decider forM. Suppose that
Addis the multiset insertion function. IfP is a type constructor that maps elements
of M to types, thenIndFun(A,Aiseq,M,Eq,Add, P ) is the type containing the
acceptable functionsf .

The operatorIndFun is implemented as a subset of the typea : A⇒ m : M ⇒
(P (m) → P(Add(a)(m))) of functions mapping elementsa of A, multisetsm,
and objectsx of P(m), to elements of the multiset that arises by insertinga into
m. A functionf in IndFunmust satisfy two conditions. First,f must be functional
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in its first two arguments with respect to the equalities induced byAiseqandEq,
respectively. This is guaranteed by the definition ofa : A⇒ m : M ⇒ (P (m)→
P(Add(a)(m))). Second,f must be insensitive to the order in which a multiset
was constructed, in the sense described above. This is guaranteed by using the set
construction.

DEFINITION 5 (IndFun).

IndFun(A,Aiseq,M,Eq,Add, P ) ≡
{f : a : A⇒ m : M ⇒ (P (m)→ P(Add(a)(m))) |
∀a, b : A,m : M,p : P(m).
f (a)(Add(b)(m))(f (b)(m)(p)) = f (b)(Add(a)(m))(f (a)(m)(p))
∈ P(Add(a)(Add(b)(m)))}.

We shall abbreviateIndFun(A,Aiseq,M,Eq,Add, P ) as IndFun(. . .). The three
axioms describingMInd are now straightforward:

DEFINITION 6 (Axioms 2–4).

Axiom2≡
∀P : M ⇒ Type, e : P(Empty), f : IndFun(. . .),m,m′ : M.
↑ {Eq(m)(m′)} ⇒ MInd(P )(e)(f )(m) = MInd(P )(e)(f )(m′) ∈ P(m)

Axiom3≡
∀P : M ⇒ Type, e : P(Empty), f : IndFun(. . .).

MInd(P )(e)(f )(Empty) = e ∈ P(Empty)
Axiom4≡
∀P : M ⇒ Type, e : P(Empty), f : IndFun(. . .), A : A,m : M.

MInd(P )(e)(f )(Add(a)(m)) = f (a)(m)(MInd(P )(e)(f )(m))
∈ P(Add(a)(m))

We summarize the preceding discussion as a single type definition.

DEFINITION 7 (MULTISET).

MULTISET≡
A : Type

→ Aiseq: EqDecider(A)
→M : Type
× Eq : EqDecider(M)
× Empty: M
× Add : A⇒M ⇒M

×MInd : P : (M ⇒ Type)→ e : P(Empty)→ f : IndFun(. . .)
→ m : M → P(m)

× Axiom1
× Axiom2
× Axiom3
× Axiom4
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A more expository discussion of this abstract data type, and the use of type
theory for abstract data types in general, can be found in [33].

GivenMultiset : MULTISET(A,Aiseq), we will use a record-like notation ex-
tract the components of the product; for example,Multiset.M will denote the car-
rier type. This should be considered as merely a descriptive notation for the appro-
priate projection function for dependent products. Note that such a function will,
in general, rely on earlier components of the product to describe the type of later
components.

4.2. WELL-FORMED FORMULAS

For formulas, we define a family of abstract data typesWFF(Varname) indexed
by the typeVarname. Parameterizing the abstract type of formulas in this fashion
makes it easy to provide representations for systems that have differing notions of
variable names. It has the additional, fortuitous, benefit of making applied propo-
sitional logics very easy to represent: we can treat the nonpropositional terms of
such logics as variable names. Thus, the theorems we prove are actually some-
what stronger than they first appear, since they can be immediately extended to
propositional logics extended with constants.

Our abstract data type must allow the representation of the abstract syntax of
formulas. This syntax is the free algebra generated by variables, the false constant,
and three binary logical connectives (and, or, and implies). We provide a carrier
type with which to represent formulas, and also provide constructor functions with
which to build up formulas. We must also be able to destructure formulas and to
prove theorems by induction over their structure. Obviously, we cannot provide
operators for every conceivable destructuring operation and every conceivable the-
orem proving task. Instead, we provide a single structural induction form which
subsumes these operations. Our definition of the abstract type of formulas is quite
stylized, and it seems highly probable that it could be generated automatically from
the statement that it must describe a free algebra on a particular set of constructors.

For a given typeVarname, an instantiation of our formula abstract data type is
a 8-tuple. Its first component is a carrier typeWff. Its next five components are
constructors for formulas. First comes a functionVarInj mappingVarnameinto
Wff with which variables can be constructed. Next comes an objectFalseof type
Wff that provides the representation of the constant false. And then come three
functionsAnd, Or andImplies, each of which mapsWff to Wff to Wff. These repre-
sent, respectively, the and, or, and implies constructors. The seventh element of the
tuple is an implementationWffIndof the formula induction principle, and the last
element is evidence that the preceding elements are appropriately related.

The induction functionWffInd is analogous to that for multisets. Just as was
the case for multisets, the first argument is a type constructorP . For multisets this
constructor is parameterized by multisets; here it is parameterized by formulas (i.e.
it is a function from formulas to the intended result type) to allow for definition of
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functions with dependent types. The next several arguments specify how a value is
computed for each constructor. For multisets there were two such arguments, one
for Empty, and one forAdd. Now there are five, one for each of the constructors.
The last argument is a formulaw, for which a value is to be computed. The result
is of typeP(w). While this function takes more arguments than the corresponding
function for multisets, it is actually somewhat easier to specify. This is true for two
reasons. First, we have chosen to use the natural equality onWff rather than some
explicit equality as our representation of formula equality. Second, formulas are a
free algebra, so formulas constructed differently should always be distinguished.

To build the value for variables, we require a functionhv mapping variable
namesv to objects of typeP(VarInj(v)). Our intention is that the value of the
induction, for the variableVarInj(v), should behv(v). For false, we need only to
provide a value of typeP(False). To facilitate our presentation of the remaining
arguments, we introduce the following notation.

DEFINITION 8 (WIndCase).

WIndCase(A, P,K) ≡ a : A→ b : A→ P(a)→ P(b)→ P(K(a)(b)).

Using this notation, we can give a type for the function that specifies how values
are to be computed for formulas built using theAndconstructor. This function takes
two formulas,a andb, and two objects which are the appropriate values fora andb,
respectively, and produces the appropriate value for the formulaAnd(a)(b). Thus,
it should have type

a :Wff→ b :Wff→ P(a)→ P(b)→ P(And(a)(b)),

or, more concisely,WIndCase(Wff, P,And). The types of the corresponding func-
tions forOr andImpliesare given in an analogous fashion.

The only axiom we need is one asserting that for any type constructorP , and
any set of value construction methodshv, hf , ha, ho, hi, the induction function be-
haves as we intuitively expect when applied to a formula formed using a particular
operator. For example, we expect that evaluatingWffInd(P )(hv)(hf )(ha)(ho)(hi)
(False) should produce the valuehf . In stating this axiom, we shall use the function
WffInd repeatedly, and in each instance, only the final, formula, argument differs.
Thus, for any formulaw, we use the notationWffInd(w) to stand forWffInd(P )(hv)
(hf )(ha)(ho)(hi)(w).

The abstract type of well-formed formulas is given by the definition in Figure 1.

4.3. AN EXAMPLE: MULTISETS OF FORMULAS

To illustrate the use of these types, we shall show how an implementation of
multisets of formulas can be given. This construction is used in our definition of
PROOF.
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WFF(Varname: Type) ≡
Wff : Type
× VarInj : Varname→Wff
× False:Wff
× And :Wff→Wff→Wff
×Or : Wff→Wff→Wff
× Implies:Wff→Wff→Wff
×WffInd : P :Wff→ Type
→ hv : (v : Varname→ P(VarInj(v)))
→ hf : P(False)
→ ha :WIndCase(Wff, P,And)
→ ho :WIndCase(Wff, P,Or)
→ hi :WIndCase(Wff, P, Implies)
→ w :Wff
→ P(w)

× ∀P :Wff→ Type, hv : v : Varname→ P(VarInj(v)), hf : P(False),
ha :WIndCase(Wff, P,And), ho :WIndCase(Wff, P,Or),
hi :WIndCase(Wff, P, Implies).
∀v : Varname.

WffInd(VarInj(v)) = hv(v) ∈ P(VarInj(v))
& WffInd(False) = hf ∈ P(False)
& ∀a :Wff, b : Wff.

WffInd(And(a)(b)) = ha(a)(b)(WffInd(a))(WffInd(b))
∈ P(And(a)(b))

& ∀a :Wff, b : Wff.
WffInd(Or(a)(b)) = ho(a)(b)(WffInd(a))(WffInd(b))

∈ P(Or(a)(b))
& ∀a :Wff, b : Wff.

WffInd(Implies(a)(b)) = hi(a)(b)(WffInd(a))(WffInd(b))
∈ P(Implies(a)(b))

Figure 1. TheWFFabstract data type.

An instanceMultiset of the MULTISETabstract data type is a function which
maps a typeA, and an equality decider forA, into an implementation of multisets
of A. Thus, ifWff is a type representing formulas, andWffEqdecides equality on
Wff, Multiset(Wff)(WffEq) is an implementation of multisets of formulas. Its carrier
type,Multiset(Wff)(WffEq).M, is the type that represents multisets of formulas.

Let Varnamebe some type that represents variable names. Then the typeWFF
(Varname) is the abstract data type of formulas. An instanceWff of this type is an
implementation of formulas, and its carrier typeWff.Wff is a type that represents
formulas. To provide a representation of multisets of formulas, we need only pro-
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vide an equality decision function for this type. Given an equality decision function
VEq for Varname, we can produce such a function using the formula induction
functionWff.WffInd.

An equality decision function for formulas is a function that maps a pair of
formulasa andb to the Boolean value true if the two formulas are to be regarded
as equal, and to the Boolean value false otherwise. To define such a function, we
useWff.WffIndona to produce a function that maps a formula to a Boolean value,
and that returns true only if its argument is equal toa. We apply this function tob to
complete our implementation. Thus, for suitable values ofhv, hf , ha, ho, andhi,
our definition is

λa, b.(Wff.WffInd(λw.(Wff.Wff→ bool))(hv)(hf )(ha)(ho)(hi)(a))(b).

Each of the functionshv, hf , ha, ho, andhi is itself defined usingWff.WffInd.
The functionhv takes a variable namev and returns a function that maps a

formulac to a Boolean value. The returned function should return true only when
c is equal to the formula formed usingv, that is, when it equalsWff.VarInj(v).
Clearly,c equalsWff.VarInj(v) if and only ifc is itself the injection of some variable
namev′, andv′ andv are equal variable names. Thus, the returned function should
return false when applied to a formulac which is not a variable injection and return
VEq(v)(v′) when applied to the injection ofv′. This means thathv ought to be
defined as

λv.λc.Wff.WffInd(λw.bool)(λv′.VEq(v)(v′))(false)(λx, y, f x, fy.false)
(λx, y, f x, fy.false)(λx, y, f x, fy.false)(c).

The functionha takes two formulasx andy, and two functionsf x andfy.
The functionf x maps formulasz to Boolean values, and returns true only ifz
equalsx. The functionfy is similar: it returns true only when applied to a for-
mula equal toy. The functionha returns a function that maps a formulac to a
Boolean value. The returned function should return true only whenc is equal to
the formulaWff.And(x)(y). Clearly, this is the case if and only ifc is itself of the
form Wff.And(x′)(y′) for formulasx′ andy′ equal tox andy, respectively. But
x andx′ are equal if and only iff x(x′) is true. Likewise,y andy′ are equal if
and only iffy(y′) is true. This suggests that the returned function should return
false when applied to a non-and formula, and return the Boolean and off x(x′)
and fy(y′) when applied to an and formulaWff.And(x′)(y′). This suggests the
following definition.

λx, y, f x, fy.λc.Wff.WffInd(λw.bool)(λv′.false)(false)
(λx′, y′, f x′, fy′.f x(x′)&& fy(y′))
(λx′, y′, f x′, fy′.false)(λx′, y′, f x′, fy′.false)(c).

Here, the operator && is used to the denote the Boolean and operation.
The functionshf , ho, andhi are analogously defined. To save space, we omit

their definitions. This entire construction defines an equality operator
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WffEq(VEq)(Wff) parameterized by an equality decision functionVEqfor Varname,
and by an implementation of formulas that belongs toWFF (Varname).

4.4. PROOFS

Our last abstract type is used to represent proofs. Here, unlike formulas, we only
need to be able to build proofs using inference rules, and to determine what a proof
proves. We do not intend to do any nontrivial proof theory, so we don’t need to
be able to arbitrarily destructure proofs. In addition to simplifying our abstract
data type, not providing a complete destructuring ability has practical benefits. In
particular, it means that we can instantiate our type with a much greater set of
implementations; we don’t require that the particular implementation record the
steps used to construct a proof, but only the top-level goal, and the fact that it is
proven. This seems to correspond more closely to the view of proofs given by many
extant theorem provers.

Instantiations of the proof abstract data type are tuples. They consist of a carrier
typeProof, two functionsHypsandConclwhich return respectively the hypothe-
ses and the conclusion of a proof’s top-level goal, and a function for each of the
primitive inference rules.

Actually, we define a family of proof abstract data types indexed by a type
Varname, used to represent variables; an equality decider for this typeVEq; an
instantiationW of the abstract data typeWFF(Varname); and aM of MULTISET.
The operatorWffEq, sketched in the previous section, when applied toVEq and
Wff provides an equality decider forW.Wff. We can use it, together withW.Wff
andM to provide an implementation of multisets of formulas. We use the notation
WffMsetto stand for the resulting tuple.

DEFINITION 9 (WffMset).

WffMset≡ M(W.Wff)(WffEq(VEq)(W)).

The actual type that represents multisets is the carrier componentWffMset.M of
this tuple. Its equality decider isWffMset.Eq. We also need operations with which
to add an element to a multiset, and remove an element from a multiset. Finally,
we need a predicate to test if an element belongs to a multiset. For the insertion
operation, we can useWffMset.Add, but the others need to be constructed using the
components ofWffMset.

DEFINITION 10 (Membership test and remove operation for multisets).

a ∈M ≡
WffMset.MInd(λm.Prop)(False)(λx, y, fy. ↑ {WffEq(a)(x)} ∨ fy)(M)

remove(a,M) ≡
WffMset.MInd(λm.WffMset.M)(WffMset.Empty)

(λx, y, fy.if VEq(a)(x) theny elseWffMset.Add(x)(fy))
(M).
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Note that while we have made our definitions only forWffMset, we could easily
abstract away the explicit references toWffMsetandVEqto make these definitions
usable for arbitrary multisets. Note too that we are using the notationx ∈ A

ambiguously, both to denote multiset membership and type membership. Which
one is intended in any given instance must be determined from the surrounding
context. To simplify our presentation, we sometimes use the notation{a} +M to
stand forWffMset.Add(a)(M), andM − {a} to stand forremove(a,M).

The specification ofHypsandConclare very simple: all we need specify is that
they are functions of the appropriate types.Hypsmaps proofs (that is, elements of
the carrier type) to multisets of formulas.Conclmaps a proof to a single formula.
The specifications of the primitive rule are, in contrast, complex. Each rule can be
thought of as a function that maps zero or more proofs, and perhaps other parame-
ters as well, to a new proof. The required relationship between these parameters
and the resulting proof is stated precisely in the specification of each rule.

For example, consider the hypothesis rule, given earlier. It allows the proof of
any sequent in which the conclusion is also a hypothesis. It can be thought of as a
function that maps a conclusion formulac, and a hypothesis multiseth of which c
is a member, to a proof that hasc as its goal, andh as its hypothesis. We formalize
this using the following definition.

DEFINITION 11 (Hypothesis Rule).

Hypothesis≡
c : W.Wff→ h : {h :WffMset.M | c ∈ h}
→ {p : Proof |↑ {WffEq(Concl(p))(c) && WffMset.Eq(Hyps(p))(h)}}

Note that this definition is implicitly parameterized by an implementationW

of formulas, an equality deciderWffEq for it, a corresponding implementation
WffMsetof formula multisets, a carrier typeProof of proofs, and proof destruc-
turing functionsHypsandConcl. When we useHypothesisin the definition of the
proof abstract data type, we intend for these parameters to be instantiated in the
obvious fashion.

Each of the other rules is specified in a similar fashion. For example, theFalse
left rule, and one of the twoOr right rules can be given as follows.

DEFINITION 12 (Falseleft andOr right rules).

FalseLeft≡
c : W.Wff→ h : {h : WffMset.M | W.False∈ h}

→ {p : Proof |↑ {WffEq(Concl(p))(c) && WffMset.Eq(Hyps(p))(h)}}
OrRight1≡

b : W.Wff→ pa : Proof
→ {p : Proof |↑ {WffMset.Eq(Hyps(p))(Hyps(pa))}

& ↑ {WffEq(Concl(p))(W.Or(Concl(pa)(b)))}}
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PROOF(Varname: Type,VEq : EqDecider(Varname),
W :WFF(Varname),M : MULTISET) ≡

Proof : Type
×Concl : Proof→ W.Wff
×Hyps: Proof→WffMset.M
×Hypothesis× FalseLeft× AndRight× AndLeft×OrRight1×OrRight2
×OrLeft :

a : W.Wff→ b : W.Wff→ pa : {pa : Proof | a ∈ Hyps(pa)}
→ pb : {pb : Proof |↑ {WffEq(Concl(pb))(Concl(pa))}

& ↑ {WffMset.Eq(Hyps(pb))({b} + (Hyps(pa)− {a}))}}
→ {p : Proof |↑ {WffEq(Concl(p))(Concl(pa))}

& ↑ {WffMset.Eq(Hyps(p))({W.Or(a)(b)} + (Hyps(pa)− {a}))}}
× ImpRight:

a : W.Wff→ pa : {pa : Proof | a ∈ Hyps(pa)}
→ {p : Proof |↑ {WffEq(Concl(p))(W.Implies(a)(Concl(pa)))}

& ↑ {WffMset.Eq(Hyps(p))(Hyps(pa)− {a})}}
× ImpLeft:

b : W.Wff→ pa : Proof
→ pb : {pb : Proof | ↑{WffMset.Eq(Hyps(pb))

({W.Implies(Concl(pa))(b)} + {b} + Hyps(pa)))}}
→ {p : Proof |↑ {WffEq(Concl(p))(Concl(pb)}

& ↑ {WffMset.Eq(Hyps(p))
({W.Implies(Concl(pa))(b)} + Hyps(pa)))}}

Figure 2. Part of thePROOFabstract data type.

To save some space, we omit the twoAnd rules, and the otherOr right rule. We
give the specifications of theOr left rule, and the rules governing implications as
part of the definition ofPROOF, which we give in Figure 2, to illustrate exactly
how we intend the implicit parameters mentioned above to be instantiated.

5. Completeness Theorem

In this section, we present a constructive proof of the completeness of Kripke mod-
els for intuitionistic propositional logic in such a way that the algorithm extracted
from the proof is a form of the tableau decision procedure [11, 32]. By proving this
theorem in Nuprl using abstract data types, we may then instantiate the ADTs with
Nuprl’s reflected term and proof types, and hence add the tableau algorithm as a
decision procedure via the reflection rule.
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5.1. KRIPKE MODELS

The statement of the completeness theorem which we shall prove is essentially
“for any formula, either there is a proof of the formula or there is a Kripke model
in which the formula is not forced.” Such a Kripke model will be called acoun-
termodelfor a formula. Since we will give a constructive proof of this statement,
we shall be able to extract a procedure to decide, for any given formula, whether a
proof or a countermodel exists, and hence decide the intuitionistic provability of the
formula. Furthermore, this procedure will construct either a proof of the formula
or a specific Kripke model in which the formula is not forced.

It is also the case that if a formula has a proof, then the formula is forced
in all Kripke models. This is the soundness theorem for Kripke models, and en-
sures that if a proof of the formula exists, it will be found by the completeness
theorem’s decision procedure. However, the soundness theorem does not have in-
teresting computational content. We use our knowledge of the soundness theorem
to guarantee that the decision procedure behaves as desired.

Because Kripke models are sound and complete for this logic, we may use
a countermodel as evidence that a formula is not provable. Furthermore, such a
countermodel actually serves as evidence that the formula is not provable in any
conservative extension of intuitionistic propositional logic. The tableau decision
procedure allows us to easily construct a countermodel from a failed search for a
proof.

Before the completeness theorem can be stated, we must describe how we rep-
resent the model theory within Nuprl. Since there is no useful interpretation of
Kripke models under reflection, we do not need to use abstract data types for the
Kripke models themselves. We will still need to define the models with parameters
for the types of variable names and formulas. In fact, the type of Kripke models
need only be parameterized by the type of variable names; however, the definition
of forcing in Kripke models will depend on the ADT of formulas as well.

In mathematical terms, a Kripke model is a triple consisting of a set, a transitive
and reflexive relation on that set, and a function, which is monotone with respect
to the relation, and which maps elements of the set to sets of atomic formulas. The
set can be thought of as “states of knowledge”; the order relation then describes
increasing information, and the set of atomic formulas associated with each state
is considered to be the atomic formulas known to be true at that state.

A reasonably formal definition of Kripke model in a logic text would look
something like the following:

DEFINITION 13 (Kripke models in mathematics). A Kripke model is a triple
〈T,R,af〉 whereT is a set of states,R is a reflexive, transitive relation onT , and
af is a function fromT to the set of atomic formulas such that, for alla, a′ in T ,
s ∈ af(a) andR(a, a′) impliess ∈ af(a′).

In Nuprl, we shall represent the set of states as a type, so that elements of the
type are the states. The relation on the set is represented as a functionR from pairs
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of states to the typebool, so that the value of the function is true when the pair is in
the relation. Specifically, the type of the function is restricted to produce reflexive
and transitive relations. The atomic formulas forced at each state are described by
a functionaf (“atomic forcing”) on states and variables which returns true when
the variable is forced at that state. The type of this function is similarly restricted
so that the resulting relation is monotone with respect toR.

Formally, the type of Kripke models is the following:

DEFINITION 14 (Kripke models in type theory).

Kripke_model(V : Type) ≡
T : Type

×R : {R : T → T → bool|
∀a, b, c : T . ↑ {R(a, a)}&(↑ {R(a, b)}& ↑ {R(b, c)} →↑ {R(a, c)})}

× af : {af : T → V → bool|
∀a : T, v : V. ↑ {af(a, v)} → ∀b : T . ↑ {R(a, b)} →↑ {af(b, v)}}

(For notational convenience, we have curried the functions on pairs which rep-
resent relations.) Strictly speaking, we should have written the typeKripke_model
as a dependent function type fromV : Type to triples 〈T,R,af〉; this explicit
parameterization will be omitted when no confusion results.

Given this definition of the type of Kripke models, we can describe when a
formula is forced in a model. The definition of forcing is by induction on the
structure of the formula. Givenaf, which describes which atomic formulas are
forced at each state, we can describe which nonatomic formulas are forced. We do
this by defining a functionforcesof type

forces(V,W) : K : Kripke_model(V )→ W.Wff→ K.T → Type

To avoid an intuitionistically troublesome use of negation in the statement of
the theorem, we also define a functionnotforcesof the same type. We wish these to
mean, “states in Kripke modelK forces formulaw if and only if forces(V,W)(K)
(w)(s) is an inhabited type,” and “states in Kripke modelK does not force formula
w if and only if notforces(V,W)(K)(w)(s) is an inhabited type.” (We shall often
interpret predicates as functions returning a type. Such predicates are “true” if and
only if they return an inhabited type.) The details of these definitions are given in
Appendix A.

Finally, a formula is said to be forced in a Kripke model if it is forced at every
state in the model. For our completeness theorem, if a countermodel for a formula
exists, we shall provide evidence for this by specifying a state in the model at which
the formula is not forced.
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5.2. STATING THE THEOREMS

We may now state the completeness theorem as we would like to use it. Since we
have used ADTs to describe the logic, any theorem about the logic must be stated in
terms of these ADTs. In order to make the statement of the theorem more concise,
we refer to the ADTs on which the theorem depends as anADT-LOGIC.

Formally, “Given anADT-LOGIC(V,VEq,W,M,Proof), . . . ” should be read
as an abbreviation for

∀V : Type.∀VEq : EqDecider(V ).∀W : WFF(V ).∀M : MULTISET.
∀Proof : PROOF(V,VEq,W,M). . . .

So, in anADT-LOGIC(V,VEq,W,M,Proof), V denotes the type of variable
names,VEq is a function that decides equality forV , W is an instance of the
abstract data type of well-formed formulasV ,M is an instance of the abstract data
type of multiset constructors, andProof is an instance of the data type of proofs of
formulas inW .

The ideal version of the completeness theorem could be stated mathematically:

THEOREM 1 For all formulasϕ, either there is a proofP ofϕ or there is a Kripke
modelK and a states in K such thats does not forceϕ.

The formalization of this ideal version of the theorem is as follows:

THEOREM 1 Given an ADT-LOGIC(V,VEq,W,M,Proof),

∀ϕ : W.Wff
(∃P : Proof.Proof

(Proof.Hyps(P ) =WffMset.Empty& Proof.Concl(P ) = ϕ))
∨
(∃K : Kripke_model(V )∃s : K.T .notforces(K, ϕ, s))

However, this statement is not strong enough for the proof we wish to use. As a
result, this theorem will be proved as a corollary to a more complex theorem which
provides more inductive structure.

The proof of this theorem is designed so that its computational content is the
tableau algorithm. Accordingly, the extra complexity in the inductive hypothesis
can be most easily understood as representing information about the tableau. In the
classical tableau algorithm, given a formulaϕ, the algorithm first marks the formula
as false, and then determines the consequences of this assumption for the truth or
falsity of the subformulas ofϕ. For example, ifϕ = α ∧ β is false, then we must
haveα is false orβ is false. The tableau then branches, with one branch containing
the assumption thatα is false, and the other the assumption thatβ is false. Each
branch is then further developed according to the principle connectives inα and
β. If both of these branches lead to contradictions (some formula is assumed both
true and false), then the original formulaϕ must be true.
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The intuitionistic tableau algorithm is similar, but requires a notion of a state
or world at which the formula is marked true or false. We refer to these worlds as
nodesin the tableau. Formulas are thus labelled true or false at a particular node.
A branch of the tableau describes a set of nodes and the formulas labelled true or
false at each of them.

The tableau rules are essentially sequent proof rules (see, e.g. [13]) written
“upside down”, i.e. from conclusion to hypotheses. Rules with multiple hypotheses
correspond to branches in the tableau. It is a straightforward exercise to translate a
tableau proof to a sequent proof [11, 12].

To describe the developing tableau, the actual statement of the theorem uses two
new definitions,NODEandSYSTEM. A node is a pair of multisets of formulas, and
a system is a multiset of nodes. In the proof, an element ofSYSTEMwill correspond
to a branch in the intuitionistic tableau, and an element ofNODE will describe
which formulas are labelled true and which are labelled false at a particular state
on a branch of the tableau. Specifically, since a node is a pair of sets of formulas,
the first set in the pair is the set of formulas labelled true, while the second set is
the set of formulas labelled false. This corresponds to a (multiconclusion) sequent
with the “true” formulas forming the assumptions and the “false” formulas forming
the conclusion.

A branch (or system) isclosedif it contains a node at which the same formula
is labelled both true and false. If every branch in the tableau developing from a
node is closed, we say that node isprovable. In the event that a countermodel is
produced, it will be defined by the element ofSYSTEMcorresponding to a branch
of the tableau which fails to close. Nodes in this system will correspond to states
in the countermodel, and will describe which formulas are forced and not forced at
that state. This correspondence is made explicit by a functionf which maps nodes
to states in the Kripke countermodel.

To simplify the proof, we make one restriction on the systems to which the
theorem applies. This restriction is not strictly necessary, as the theorem is valid
without it, but it allows us to use a much simpler inductive measure. We shall call a
nodecompleteif no more formulas can be added to it under the rules of the tableau
algorithm. Similarly, we call a systemcompleteif no more nodes can be added to
it. A node isopenif it is not complete. The theorem then applies only to systems
with no more than one open node, and, if there is an open node, it must not be
contained within any other node in the system. Obviously, if the system contains
only one node (as is the case when we wish to check the provability of a single
formula), this condition is satisfied. We shall see that this condition is preserved at
each stage.

The formal definition of when a node is complete is the definition of a function
Node_complete(V,W,M) of type(Wffset×Wffset)→ Type.

DEFINITION 15 (Node_complete)

Node_complete(V,W,M)(N) ≡
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∀a, b : W.Wff.

W.And(a, b) ∈ π1(N)→ a ∈ π1(N) & b ∈ π1(N)

& W.Or(a, b) ∈ π1(N)→ a ∈ π1(N) ∨ b ∈ π1(N)

& W.Implies(a, b) ∈ π1(N)→ a ∈ π2(N) ∨ b ∈ π1(N)

& W.And(a, b) ∈ π2(N)→ a ∈ π2(N) ∨ b ∈ π2(N)

& W.Or(a, b) ∈ π2(N)→ a ∈ π2(N) & b ∈ π2(N)

As we shall see, the rule forImplies(a, b) ∈ π2(N) is not applied until the node
is complete, as this rule creates a new node. Here,Wffsetis an abbreviation for
WffMset.M. We shall continue to use this abbreviation for clarity. Note this is the
carrier set of the multiset, so we can treat it as a set itself, with the appropriate op-
erations assumed to come from the full description of the multiset type. Similarly,
let Wffseteqbe an abbreviation forWffMset.Eq.

The theorem then applies to systems which satisfy the following predicate:

DEFINITION 16 (Eligible systems).

Eligible(S) ≡ (∃N ∈ S.∀N ′ ∈ S.(Node_complete(N ′) ∨N = N ′)
∧N 6⊂ N ′)

This is merely a formal description of the requirement that there be at most one
open node, and that the open node not be contained in any complete node. This
restriction avoids the possibility that two distinct nodes will become identical as
rules are applied; since only a finite number of such confusions can occur, the
theorem is valid without the restriction but requires a more complex induction
measure to account for this.

We have used a containment predicate in the previous definition that is not part
of the multiset definition. In general, we omit the definitions of such predicates,
since they are straightforward, but tedious, inductive definitions.

The theorem we will prove is informally stated.

THEOREM 2 For every eligible systemS, either there exists a nodeN within S
such thatN is provable, or there is a Kripke modelK such that for all nodesN in
S there is a state inK which forces all formulas inπ1(N) and does not force any
formula inπ2(N).

The theorem we will prove is the following:

THEOREM 2 Given an ADT-LOGIC(V,VEq,W,M,Proof), let

NODE = Wffset×Wffset

NodeEq= λx.λy.Wffseteq(π1(x), π1(y)) & Wffseteq(π2(x), π2(y))

SYSTEM= M(NODE)(NodeEq)
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in

∀S : {S : SYSTEM.S|Eligible(S)}.
(∃N : NODE.∃P : Proof.Proof.
N ∈ S & (Proof.Hyps(P ) = π1(N)) & Proof.Concl(P ) ∈ π2(N))

∨
(∃K : Kripke_model(V )
∃f : {f : {N : NODE|N ∈ S} → K.T }
∀N : {N : NODE|N ∈ S}
∀w : W.Wff.w ∈ π1(N)→ forces(K,w, f (N))&
w ∈ π2(N)→ notforces(K,w, f (N))})

Once we have proved the second theorem, it is easy to obtain the first theo-
rem as a corollary. Given a formulaϕ, apply the second theorem to the system
S = {〈∅, ϕ〉}. Since there is only one node in this system, it trivially satisfies the
condition that there be at most one open node in the system. The result of applying
the theorem is either a proof ofϕ or a model and a state in that model in whichϕ
is not forced.

5.3. THE TABLEAU ALGORITHM

The proof of Theorem 2 is found in Section 5.5. Since the proof is developed so
that the computational content is a tableau algorithm, it will be helpful to review
the algorithm first in more detail in order to understand the structure of the proof.

The algorithm can be interpreted as a systematic search for a countermodel,
such that failure to find a countermodel gives a proof. Given a formulaϕ, we
begin the tableau with 0Fϕ, which asserts that node 0 in some Kripke model does
not force the formulaϕ. We then systematically specify the consequences of this
assertion for the forcing of subformulas ofϕ according to their main connectives,
adding new nodes and new branches if necessary. If a branch ever contains the
assertionspFα andpT α for some nodep, then this is a contradiction and the
branch is said to beclosed. If every branch of a tableau is closed, the tableau is also
said to be closed, and a cut-free sequent proof can be extracted from the result. If
there is an open branch, it can be interpreted as the description of a Kripke model
in whichϕ is not forced.

As an example, consider the tableau in Figure 3 for the formula((A→ B)→
A) → A (Peirce’s law). The nodes 0, 00, and 000 are ordered by the prefix or-
dering, so 0< 00 < 000. There are two branches in this tableau. The left one is
closed (signified by an X), since on that branch we have both 00TA and 00FA.
The right branch, however, is open, and no further development of this branch will
produce a contradiction. The model which this branch describes is a three-node set
{0,00,000} such that the only atomic formula forced isA, forced at 000. (In fact,
since nodes 0 and 00 force the same set of formulas, they could be collapsed into
one node.) In this model, the formula((A→ B)→ A)→ A is not forced at node
0, so this is a countermodel for Peirce’s law.
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0F ((A→ B)→ A)→ A

00T (A→ B)→ A
00FA

00TA
X

00FA→ B

000TA
000FB

"
"
""

b
b
bb

Figure 3. Tableau for Peirce’s law.

In this tableau, it is not obvious that further development of the right branch
will not yield a contradiction. One of the disadvantages of the tableau algorithm
for intuitionistic propositional logic is that the termination condition is difficult to
describe. An advantage of our presentation of the algorithm is that termination of
the resulting function is automatic, since the algorithm is extracted from an induc-
tive proof. The advantage lies in the fact that an incorrect induction measure will
lead to an unprovable theorem, whereas an incorrectly coded termination condition
may lead to a nonterminating computation.

5.4. TERMINATION

Intuitively, the proof is by induction on the number of formulas which can be
added to the system. Each step in the tableau development above either adds a new
formula to an existing node on some branch or adds a new node to some branch.
In the proof, a system corresponds to a branch of the tableau. Each step in the
proof either adds a new formula to a node in the system, or adds a new node to the
system, and this must decrease the inductive measure. When the tableau branches,
we create two systems, each of which has a new formula added to some node.

To understand how the actual inductive measure works, we must look more
carefully at how formulas are added to nodes and how nodes are added to systems.
We shall see that all formulas added to a node are subformulas of the formulas
already in the node, so as long as at least one new formula is added at every stage,
only finitely many such additions are possible. Similarly, a node is added only if
it is not contained in another node in the system. Since new nodes also contain
only subformulas of formulas in the original node, only finitely many nodes can be
added. In addition, all formulas added are constructed from the finite alphabet of
distinct propositional variables present at the outset. No simplification by renaming
or α-conversion of proofs is considered.
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In order to formalize this, we need to examine the data structures for nodes and
systems, and describe how to use these to get a formal inductive measure which
will be reduced at each stage. The data structure for nodes in the proof is a pair of
multisets of formulas〈M1,M2〉; M1 is the set of formulas tagged T at that node in
the tableau, andM2 the set of formulas tagged F. A system is simply a multiset of
nodes.

Formally, there will be two inductions in the proof of the theorem, one based
on the number of formulas which can be added to nodes, and one based on the
number of nodes which can be added to the system. These are both measured as set
differences between a given node and system and a maximum node and maximum
system constructed from the formulas in the original system. Neither the maximum
node nor the maximum system is attainable if the theorem is originally applied to
a system containing one node of the form〈∅, ϕ〉, so we shall also describe extra
conditions which will terminate the induction.

These extra conditions can be motivated by considering the tableau procedure
as a search for a countermodel. At each stage, the system can be seen as a partial
model, with information about what needs to be forced and not forced at each
node to produce a countermodel. The model is complete when, for each nodeN =
〈M1,M2〉, N forces everything inM1 and doesn’t force anything inM2, using
the forcing of atoms as a base. The order on the nodes in the model is defined by
inclusion on the first set in each pair; since this represents the set of formulas which
are forced, this ensures that forcing is monotone.

For example, the tableau development above corresponds to the following se-
quence of systems. The original system is

{〈∅, {((A→ B)→ A)→ A}〉}.
This asserts that at some node,((A→ B)→ A)→ A is not forced. For that to be
true, there must be some node greater than or equal to this one in the model such
that (A→ B)→ A is forced butA is not. So, we add such a node to the system,
resulting in the system

{〈∅, {((A→ B)→ A)→ A}〉, 〈{(A→ B)→ A}, {A}〉}.
Now, in order to have(A → B) → A forced at this node, we must have either
A → B is not forced at this node, orA is forced. So, we create two new systems
to account for these possibilities. The first is

{〈∅, {((A→ B)→ A)→ A}〉, 〈{(A→ B)→ A,A}, {A}〉}.
This system corresponds to the left branch, and is closed sinceA cannot be both
forced and not forced. The other system is

{〈∅, {((A→ B)→ A)→ A}〉, 〈{(A→ B)→ A}, {A,A→ B}〉}.
Again, for it to be false thatA → B is forced, there must be a node greater than
or equal to this one such thatA is forced butB is not. So, we add such a node to
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the system, ensuring monotonicity by including the formulas forced here (namely,
(A→ B)→ A). This produces the system

{〈∅, {((A→ B)→ A)→ A}〉,
〈{(A→ B)→ A}, {A,A→ B}〉}〈{(A→ B)→ A,A}, {B}〉}.

Now nothing need be done in this system, since we have, for all nodes, the formulas
in the first set are forced and those in the second set are not forced.

The rest of the section describes the proof in detail. First we give several de-
finitions needed to implement the two inductive measures. Then, we define the
inductive measures themselves, and the extra conditions which also may termi-
nate the induction. Finally, we describe the general argument for the cases of the
inductive proof itself, and present the base case in detail.

In the remainder of this section, we assume we have fixed an arbitrary
ADT-LOGIC, i.e. we have fixedV : Type,VEq : V×V → Type,W :WFF(V ),M :
MULTISET, andProof : PROOF(V,VEq,W,M), and we wish to prove the gen-
eral theorem stated above.

There are two inductive measures, each dependent upon the size of the set dif-
ference between two multisets. One measure is an upper bound for the number of
formulas which can be added to a node before it is complete. This is calculated
as the set difference between the node and a maximum node which contains all
subformulas of the original formulas in the system. Adding a subformula of a
formula in a node to that node will decrease the measure as long as the formula
was not already present in the node. A node is complete when no further formulas
can be added. Similarly, the other inductive measure is a set difference between
the current system and a system which contains all possible nodes made up from
subformulas of formulas in the original system. This gives an upper bound on the
number of nodes which can be added to the system.

In order to define the maximum node and maximum system, we shall first define
a function which, given a formula, produces a multiset containing all subformulas
of the formula. Then, a multiset containing all the subformulas of formulas in an
node is defined, and this is used to define a multiset of subformulas of formulas in
a system. These definitions will also illustrate the use ofWffInd, the induction form
in the ADT of formulas, andMInd, the induction form in the ADT of multisets. We
shall require a function which takes the union of two multisets; the definition of
this function is omitted.

The function which produces a multiset containing all subformulas of a given
formula has typeW →Wffsetis defined as follows:

DEFINITION 17 (subformula_set).

subformula_set≡ λx.W.WffInd(λx.Wffset)

(λv.WffMset.Add(WffMset.VarInj(v),WffMset.Empty))

(WffMset.Add(W.False,WffMset.Empty))
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(λa, b, pa, pb.Union(WffMset.Add(W.And(a, b), pa), pb))

(λa, b, pa, pb.Union(WffMset.Add(W.Or(a, b), pa), pb))

(λa, b, pa, pb.Union(WffMset.Add(W.Implies(a, b), pa), pb))(x)

Given a multiset of formulas, the function which produces a multiset containing
all subformulas of any formula in the set is defined by multiset induction. The type
of the function isWffset→Wffset.

DEFINITION 18 (set_subformulas)

set_subformulas≡ λx.WffMset.MInd(λx.Wffset)

(WffMset.Empty)

(λa, s, p.Union(subformula_set(a), p)(x))

This is easily extended to nodes:

DEFINITION 19 (node_subformulas)

node_subformulas≡ λn.Union(set_subformulas(π1(n)),

set_subformulas(π2(n)))

Finally, we can define the set of all subformulas of formulas which appear in a
system:

DEFINITION 20 (SF(S))

SF(S) ≡ WffMset.MInd(λx.Wffset)

(WffMset.Empty)

(λa, s, p.Union(node_subformulas(a), p))(S)

So, given a systemS, we have definedSF(S), the multiset of all subformulas
of formulas in nodes inS. The “maximum node” based on this system is then
SF(S) × SF(S). Note that this node is provable, i.e., the intersection of the two
sets is nonempty.

Following a similar procedure, we can define the “maximum system” based on
the original system. Given a maximum nodeN = SF(S)× SF(S), defineSN(S),
the multiset of all nodesM such thatπ1(M) ⊂ SF(S) andπ2(M) ⊂ SF(S) (i.e.
the set of all nodes based on formulas inS). Note that sinceN is in SN(S), this
system is provable.

Finally, we may also define the set difference of two multisets using multiset
induction. In this case, we insist that the set difference contain only one instance
of any set element, since we shall use the cardinality of the set difference to define
the inductive measure.

We are now ready to define the two inductive measures used in the proof. The
first induction is, intuitively, on number of nodes which can be added to the system.
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An upper bound on this number is the size of set difference between the current
systemS andSN(S). So, let

i1(S) ≡ |SN(S)− S|
be the first (outer) induction measure. Note that when a node is added to a system
S to create a systemS′, we shall have to verify thati1(S′) < i1(S), which involves
bothSN(S) andSN(S′). However, we will be able to show thatSN(S) = SN(S′)
since any node added will contain only subformulas of formulas in the systemS.

The second induction is, intuitively, on the number of formulas that can be
added to nodes in a given system. An upper bound on this is the sum of sizes
of set differences betweenN and the maximum nodeSF(S)×SF(S) for all nodes
N in S. So, let

i2(S) ≡
∑
N∈S

(|SF(S)− π1(N)| + |SF(S)− π2(N)|)

be the second (inner) induction measure. Again, although we may add a formula
to a node in systemS to create systemS′, the new formula is a subformula of
some formula already inS. This means thatSF(S) = SF(S ′), so we can show that
i2(S

′) < i2(S).
The final induction measure is defined as a pair:

DEFINITION 21 (Induction measure) Given a systemS, let

i(S) ≡ 〈i1(S), i2(S)〉
Let i(S) < i(S′) be determined by the lexicographic ordering on pairs.

In fact, since we can compute an upper bound for the values ofi2, we could
make this a single induction on natural numbers by an appropriate pairing function.
It is useful, however, to consider the inductions separately.

Although the inductive measure is reduced at each stage, in practice it will never
reach zero. For example, the theorem does not even apply to the maximum system
SN(S) (since it has more than one open node in it). So, each of the inductions will
terminate either when the inductive measure is zero, or when some predicate is true
of the system.

In the case of the inner induction, we have already defined this predicate. Since
this induction is on the number of formulas which can be added to a node, the
predicateNode_complete, defined above, expresses precisely when no more for-
mulas can be added. So, the inner induction will terminate either wheni2(S) = 0
or when, for all nodesN in S, Node_complete(N) is true.

Similarly, we define a predicateSystem_complete(V,VEq,W,M) of type
SYSTEM→ Type, for the outer induction, as follows:

DEFINITION 22 (System_complete)

System_complete(V,VEq,W,M)(S) ≡
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∀N : (Wffset×Wffset).∀a, b : W.Wff.N ∈ S →
W.Implies(a, b) ∈ π2(N)→
∃N ′.N ′ ∈ S & a ∈ π1(N

′)& b ∈ π2(N
′)& π1(N) ⊆ π1(N

′)

Since a node is only added for the sake of an implication formula in the second
multiset of some node, and then only when the node which would result is not
contained in another node in the system, this predicate is true only when there
is no such implication. Thus, this predicate characterizes when all possible nodes
that can be added have been added. So, the outer induction will terminate either
wheni1(S) = 0 or whenSystem_complete(S). We shall see that ifi1(S) = 0 then
the system is closed, but a complete system does not necessarily correspond to
provability.

5.5. PROOF OF THE COMPLETENESS THEOREM

We shall now outline the argument used to prove the inductive cases, and present
the base case in some detail. Although there are many inductive cases (two for each
logical connective), their proofs are very similar.

Inductive Cases

If we are in the inner induction of the proof, we have∃N ∈ S.¬Node_complete(N)
andi2(S) > 0.

Now, ¬Node_complete(N) implies that there are formulasa, b : W.Wff such
that one of the following holds:

W.And(a, b) ∈ π1(N) but a 6∈ π1(N) ∨ b 6∈ π1(N)

W.Or(a, b) ∈ π1(N) but a 6∈ π1(N)& b 6∈ π1(N)

W.Implies(a, b) ∈ π1(N) but a 6∈ π2(N)& b 6∈ π1(N)

W.And(a, b) ∈ π2(N) but a 6∈ π2(N)& b 6∈ π2(N)

W.Or(a, b) ∈ π2(N) but a 6∈ π2(N) ∨ b 6∈ π2(N)

So, we have five cases depending on which one holds. If more than one holds,
we may pick one arbitrarily. Given a systemS satisfying one of the above condi-
tions, we create a new system which is the same as the old system but with the
appropriate formulas added to the nodeN which was not complete. For example,
if the first case was true, then the new system would contain a nodeN ′ equal toN
with the formulasa andb added toπ1(N). Since at least one of these formulas was
not there before, this decreases the inductive measure of the system by decreasing
the set difference between that node andSF(S).

The inductive hypothesis is then applied to this new system. If the new system is
unprovable, then the original system is also unprovable, and the same Kripke coun-
termodel suffices for both. If the new system is provable, then the original system
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is provable, and its proof is generally obtained by applying a single proof rule to
the proof given for the new system. In the example of the previous paragraph, the
proof rule would beand-left.

If we are in the outer induction, a similar procedure is followed. Two cases of
the inner induction and the case of the outer induction are presented in detail in an
Appendix B.

Base Case

Now we consider the base case. The base case must include the cases where ei-
ther induction measure is zero, although when the theorem is applied to systems
corresponding to a sequent with a single conclusion, the measure will never reach
zero.

Induction Measures Equal to Zero.We shall show that if either induction measure
is zero, the system is provable. We shall use this fact to conclude that, if a counter-
model exists for some systemS, we must have bothSystem_complete(S) and, for
all N in S, Node_complete(N).

The inner induction measure can only be zero ifS is a system containing only
the nodeN = SF(S)× SF(S). In this case, sinceπ1(N) andπ2(N) intersect, this
system is provable by an axiom.

The outer induction measure can only be zero ifS is a system such thatS =
SN(S). SinceSF(S) is a node inSN(S), this system is also provable, by the
argument above.

Now suppose thatS is a system such thatSystem_complete(S) is true and, for
all N in S, Node_complete(N).

Constructing a Proof.If there is anN in S such thatπ1(N)∩π2(N) 6= ∅, then pick
a ∈ π1(N) ∩ π2(N) and letP = Proof.Hypothesis(a, π1(N)). ThisN is then the
provable node in the system. The complete proof is built from axioms obtained by
this rule. This situation corresponds to the closure of a branch of the tableau.

A branch also closes if it requires thatW.Falsebe true, that is, if there is anN
in S such thatW.False∈ π1(N). In this case, we may pick any formulaa in π2(N)

and prove this node with the ruleProof.FalseLeft(a, π1(N)). If π2(N) is empty, we
may picka to beFalse; this case does not arise in systems generated by a normal
tableau development.

Constructing a Countermodel.If there is no such provable nodeN , we construct a
Kripke countermodel for this system as follows. Let⊆1: {N : NODE|N ∈ S} →
{N : NODE|N ∈ S} → bool be defined so that

⊆1 (N1,N2) = true ↔ π1(N1) ⊆ π1(N2)

Note that this is a reflexive, transitive relation on the set{N : NODE|N ∈ S}.
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Let af : {N : NODE|N ∈ S} → V → bool be defined so that

af(N, a) = true ↔ W.VarInj(a) ∈ π1(N)

Note that this defines a relation on{N : NODE|N ∈ S}×V which is monotone with
respect to⊆1, sinceW.VarInj(a) ∈ π1(N) andN ⊆1 N

′ impliesW.VarInj(a) ∈
π1(n

′).
Now letK = 〈{N : NODE|N ∈ S},⊂1,af〉. It is clear by the choice of the set

and the relations⊂1 andaf that this is in the type of Kripke models. We must now
produce the mapping from nodes in the system to states in the Kripke model, and
verify that the appropriate formulas are forced at each state.

Since we have built the countermodel from the system, we may definef to be
the identity function on{N : NODE|N ∈ S}. We now need to show

∀N : {N : NODE|N ∈ S}.
∀w : W.Wff.w ∈ π1(N)→ forces(K,w, f (N))&

w ∈ π2(N)→ notforces(K,w, f (N))

Checking the Countermodel.To verify this property, we shall use the fact that, since
we do not have a proof of any node in the system, we must have reached the base
case with bothSystem_complete(S) true and for allN in S, Node_complete(N)
true, as noted above.

We show the property above by induction on formulas. Sincef (N) = N by
definition of f , we actually need to show, for any formulaw, w ∈ π1(N) →
forces(K,w,N) andw ∈ π2(N)→ notforces(K,w,N). This is true for variables
by the definition ofaf. For the constantW.False, since we knowW.Falseis not in
π1(N) for any nodeN (otherwise the system would be provable), we haveW.False
is not forced at any node.

For more complex formulas, the result follows almost immediately from the in-
ductive hypothesis, together with the fact that all nodes satisfyNode_complete(N)
and the system satisfiesSystem_complete(S). For instance, supposeW.And(a, b)
is in π1(N) for someN , and we wish to showforces(K,W.And(a, b),N). By
definition of forcing, we must showforces(K, a,N) andforces(K, b,N). But since
Node_complete(N), we knowa ∈ π1(N) andb ∈ π(N), so they are forced by
inductive hypothesis. The other cases forW.AndandW.Or proceed similarly. The
case in which we wish to showforces(K,W.Implies(a, b),N) is slightly more
complicated, since we must show that for allN ′ such thatN ⊆1 N

′, notforces(K, a,
N ′) or forces(K, b,N ′). This follows from the fact that all nodes are complete, so
W.Implies(a, b) ∈ π1(N) impliesa ∈ π2(N) orb ∈ π1(N), and hencenotforces(K,
a,N) or forces(K, b,N) by inductive hypothesis. But, by definition of⊆1, any
nodeN ′ such thatN ⊆1 N

′ must haveW.Implies(a, b) in π1(N
′). Finally, the

case ofnotforces(K,W.Implies(a, b),N) follows from System_complete(S), and
the inductive hypothesis.
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This completes the treatment of the base case. Further details of the proof of the
inductive cases are presented in the Appendix B.

5.6. EFFICIENT INDUCTION

Note that in the above proof that the actual values of the inductive measures were
never used in constructing the proof or counterexample. Thus, it would be unfortu-
nate if the algorithm extracted from the proof had to include the information needed
to construct these values. Furthermore, since the algorithm is naturally recursive, it
would be nice if the algorithm extracted from the proof were recursive instead of
inductive.

To achieve this in Nuprl, we can use a theorem (“efficient induction”) for the
proof by induction instead of the built-in induction. Specifically, we can prove a
modified induction principle for well-founded orders< on systems. In this case,
given the ADTs necessary to define the data typeSYSTEM, it is sufficient to prove
a theorem of the form

THEOREM 3 (Efficient Induction)

∀System : SYSTEM.
∀P : System.S.→ Type.
∀f : (System.S)→ N.

(∀S : System.S.
(∀S′ : {S′ : System.S|f (S′) < f (S)}.P (S′))⇒ P(S))

⇒ (∀S : System.S.P (S))

The modification uses the set type{S′ : System.S|f (S′) < f (S)}, which
guarantees that the computational content of the proof that the inductive measure
of S′ is less than the measure ofS is not used in the extraction. This means that the
numerical induction measures need not be explicitly calculated at run time as long
as they were shown to have been reduced in the proof of the theorem which uses
this induction theorem.

The induction principle above may be proved in Nuprl by supplying an explicit
witness for its truth. In this case, the witness is essentially

λP.λf.λg.(Yλh.λx.(gxh))

whereY = λf.(λx.f (x(x)))(λx.f (x(x))) is the usualY combinator. (The actual
term must explicitly list all the parameters needed to instantiate the datatype for
SYSTEM. However, this does not affect the computation.) This term is shown to be
an inhabitant of the appropriate type using Nuprl’s computation rules, which allow
theY combinator to be “unrolled” in order to use the inductive hypothesis.
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6. Instantiating ADT’s

6.1. OVERVIEW

In the previous sections of the paper we have defined abstract data types for propo-
sitional logic, and proven that for any instantiation of these abstract data types,
there is a function that maps a propositional formula either to a propositional proof
of the formula or a Kripke countermodel. In this section, we provide a particular
instantiation. Our intention is to instantiate theWFF and PROOFabstract data
types so that the function guaranteed to exist by our abstract proof of the complete-
ness theorem has certain properties. LetTermbe a Nuprl type which is the internal
description of Nuprl’s terms, and similarly letProof describe Nuprl proofs. We
want the function extracted from the theorem to map certain elements of the Nuprl
Term type either to elements of the NuprlProof type, or to Kripke models. The
domain of this function should be those elements of the typeTerm that actually
represent propositional formulas. Letw be a propositional formula, and letW be
an element ofTermthat representsw. Moreover, suppose that, when

Multiset≡ λA.λAiseq.〈
A list
λx.λy.is_permutation(x, y,Aiseq)
nil,
λa.λm.cons(a;m),
λP.λhb.λhi.λm.list_ind(m;hb;u, v,w.hi(u)(v)(w)),
λa.λb.λm. (proof of Axiom 1)
λP.λhb.λhi.λm.λn.λx. (proof of Axiom 2)
λP.λhb.λhi. (proof of Axiom 3)
λP.λhb.λhi.λa.λm. (proof of Axiom 4)
〉

Figure 4. An instantiation of theMULTISETADT.

applied toW , our function returns an elementp of Proof. Then,p should represent
a proof ofw. These considerations dictate that the carrier element our instantia-
tion of WFF must be a subtype ofTerm, and that the carrier component of our
instantiation ofPROOFmust be a subtype ofProof.

6.2. MULTISETS

In addition to instantiating theWFF and PROOFabstract data types, we must
also provide an instantiation for theMULTISETabstract type. Nuprl provides a
list type constructor, and for the sake of simplicity, we use it in our instantiation of
MULTISET. A given multiset is represented by a list containing its elements. Order
is significant in lists, but not in multisets; therefore, the equality decision procedure
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we provide must identify lists that differ only in the order of their elements. Other-
wise, this instantiation is straightforward. The empty multiset is implemented as the
empty list; multiset element addition is implemented usingcons; multiset induction
is implemented by list induction. The various axioms are most easily instantiated
by proving them for these instantiations of the multiset operations, and extracting
an appropriate instantiation from the resulting theorem object; here, though, we
simply give an appropriate term.

Here,is_permutation(x, a,Aiseq) returns the Boolean true value ifx andy are
permutations of each other, and returns false otherwise. Ifx is empty, theny is a
permutation ofx if and only if it too is empty. Otherwise,y is a permutation ofx if
and only ify contains an elementa equal to the head ofx, and the list obtained by
removinga fromy is a permutation of the tail ofx. The functionAiseqis used to de-
cide equality between elements ofx andy. The implementation ofis_permutation
is a straightforward application of Nuprl’slist_ind operator. Alternatively, theY
combinator can be used.

The form of the proofs of the equational axioms is computationally irrelevant.
In Nuprl, this is reflected by the fact that all such proofs are considered equal.
Intensional type theories treat equality differently; in any case, however, the proofs
that the relevant axioms are satisfied are straightforward.

6.3. FORMULAS

TheWFFabstract data type is very precise. It specifies thatany instantiation must
have as its carrier the free type generated by the instantiations of the constructors.
Together with the fact that we want our carrier to be a subtype of the NuprlTerm
type, and our desire to make our instantiation as natural as possible, this determines
most of our instantiation.Falseis instantiated with the member ofTermthat repre-
sents the termfalse(): False(). Our instantiation ofAndmaps two membersA and
B of Termrepresenting the termsa andb respectively to the element ofTermthat
representsand(a; b): And(a; b). Or and Impliesare instantiated similarly.VarInj
is instantiated by the function mapping a memberV of Varnamethat represents
the variable namev to the member ofTerm that represents the termv: var(V ).
The subtype ofTermused for the carrier is simply the subtype containing those
members ofTermbuilt up using only these constructors. This means that it contains
only those members of theTermtype that represent terms in which every subterm
is a variable injection, or the termfalse, or one of the termsand(a; b), or(a; b), and
implies(a; b). WffInd is instantiated using a recursive function that destructures its
final, Term valued, argumentw, and applies one of its earlier arguments to the
appropriate subobjects ofw. It decides which of these functions to use based on
the leading operator of the term thatw represents, using a case operator like that
of ML. The correct arguments to use are determined by the axioms of theWFF
abstract type. As was the case for multisets, the axiom is most easily instantiated
by theorem proving and extraction.
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〈
PropTerm,
λV .var(V ),
False(),
λA.λB.And(A;B),
λA.λB.Or(A;B),
λA.λB.Implies(A;B),
λP.λhv.λhf.λha.λho.λhi.λw.Y
(λf.λw.caseLeadingOperator(w) of
opid{false} → hf

opid{and} →
ha(STerm(1;w))(STerm(2;w))(f (STerm(1;w)))(f (STerm(2;w)))

opid{or} →
ho(STerm(1;w))(STerm(2;w))(f (STerm(1;w)))(f (STerm(2;w)))

opid{implies} →
hi(STerm(1;w))(STerm(2;w))(f (STerm(1;w)))(f (STerm(2;w)))

_→ hv(NthParameterObject(1;w)))
(w),

λP.λhv.λhf.λha.λho.λhi.

〈λv.axiom,axiom, λa.λb.axiom, λa.λb.axiom, λa.λb.axiom〉
〉

Figure 5. An instantiation of theWFF ADT.

6.4. PROOFS

The PROOFabstract data type is quite a bit looser; in particular the carrier may
contain objects that cannot be built with the constructors. We do have certain
constraints. First, we want to instantiate the carrier with a subtype ofProof. For
practical reasons, this subtype should include only the representations of complete,
reflection-free proofs. Second, ifp is a member of our carrier type,Hyps(p) is the
empty multiset, andConcl(p) represents the formulaw, thenp ought to represent
a proof ofw. Thus,Hyps and Concl should return an object determined by the
hypotheses and conclusion of the top-level goal of the proof represented by their
argument, a member of the NuprlProof type.

As a first try, we attempt to instantiate the carrier with the subtype ofProof that
contains representations of all the complete, reflection-free proofs. We instantiate
Conclwith a function that is defined so that ifP is an element ofProof represents a
proofp, thenConcl(P ) is an element ofTermthat represents the conclusion of the
topmost goal sequent ofp. Likewise,Hypsis defined so thatHyps(P ) is an element
of Term listthat represents the hypotheses of the topmost goal sequent ofp.

This instantiation isn’t quite correct for a number of reasons. First, the instan-
tiation of Conclmust always return a member of the carrier of the instantiation of
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PropTerm≡ {t : Term| IsPropForm(t)}
IsPropForm(t) ≡

let fun IsPropFormt =
caseLeadingOperator(w) of
opid{false} → NumArgs(w) = 0∧ NumParams(w) = 0
opid{and}, opid{or}, opid{implies} →

NumArgs(w) = 2∧ NumBindings(1;w) = 0
∧NumBindings(2;w) = 0∧ NumParams(w) = 0
∧ IsPropForm(STerm(1;w)) ∧ IsPropForm(STerm(2;w))

opid{var} →
NumArgs(w) = 0∧ NumParams(w) = 1
∧NthParameterFamily(1;w) = ifid{var} ∈ IFName

_→ false
in IsPropFormt

Figure 6. ThePropTermtype.

WFF, that is, ofPropTerm. The easiest solution to this problem is to restrict our in-
stantiation of the carrier to include only those members of theProof type that have
propositional formulas as their topmost conclusion. Second, the instantiation of
Hypsmust return a list ofPropTerms, but instead returns a list of triples consisting
of a Varname, a Term, and a Boolean flag. We would like to restrict our proofs so
that theTermcomponent of this triple is always propositional, and have our instan-
tiation ofHypsreturn the list made up of theTermcomponent of each hypothesis in
order. Unfortunately, this is too restrictive; it makes the proof constructors impossi-
ble to instantiate. Instead, we make use of the function that returns a list containing
the Term component of those hypotheses of the proof’s topmost goal that have
propositionalTermcomponents, and ignores the other hypotheses completely.

With these instantiations of theHypsand Concl functions fixed, we turn our
attention to the instantiation of the constructors. These elements of the abstract data
type specify functions that take zero or more elements of the carrier, that is of some
subtype of the NuprlProof type, take zero or more other arguments, and produce
a member of the NuprlProof type. Our strategy in implementing these functions is
to produce aProof that contains the argument proofs as subproofs pieced together
using a small number of new inference steps to yield a proof with an appropriate
toplevel goal.

Our task is easiest if there are as few extraneous hypotheses as possible, and if
the hypotheses that are present obey certain conventions. Thus, we again restrict
the elements of our carrier. We allow only those elements ofProof that represent
proofs in which the topmost goal has a hypothesis list in which no hypothesis
is hidden. We only allow hypotheses in which the type is either a propositional
formula or the termProp. If a hypothesis has a propositional formula as its type,
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it must bind the variable %i, wherei is the integer index of the hypothesis. In a
given sequent’s hypothesis list, all hypotheses withProp as their type must occur
before any hypothesis that has a propositional formula as its type. All sequents are
required to be closed. And there should be as few hypotheses withProp as their
type as possible. The last two conditions simply say that a hypothesisx : Prop is
present if and only ifx appears in one of the propositional formulas of the sequent.
From here, the instantiation of the constructors is simply a matter of working out
the exact sequence of rules necessary, and accounting for the differences between
Nuprl proofs and our abstract propositional proofs.

There are several differences between Nuprl proofs and abstract propositional
proofs. Easiest to handle is the fact that Nuprl’s inference rules require that hy-
potheses be referenced by their index rather than by their contents. This difference
is easily handled by using a function that maps a hypothesis listH and a proposi-
tional formulaw to the index of the first hypothesis ofH that matchesw. Also easy
to handle is the fact that some of Nuprl’s rules leave us with extra hypotheses in our
subgoals. This is solved by always using instances of the thinning rule immediately
after invocations of these rules to remove the unwanted hypotheses. Somewhat
more complex is the fact that certain of Nuprl’s rules generate additional proof
obligations, which require us to prove that propositions are well formed. This is
necessary because Nuprl’s logic is sufficiently rich to make this question undecid-
able. In propositional logic, however, well-formedness is simply a syntactic prop-
erty. Fortunately, it is simple to write a function that for any propositional formula
w returns a proof thatw is well formed. We use this function to satisfy these proof
obligations. Most difficult is the fact that the order of hypotheses is significant in
Nuprl, but not in our abstract propositional logic. Moreover, while abstract propo-
sitional logic builds proofs from the bottom up, Nuprl is set up to build them top
down. What this means is that Nuprl’s inference rules often produce subgoals with
hypotheses in the wrong order. Our solution to this problem is to produce a tactic
that given a proof ofH ` C, and a permutationH ′ of H , produces a proof ofH ′ `
C consisting of a sequence of hypothesis reordering steps followed by the original
proof. This is made slightly more complicated by Nuprl’s restriction that a variable
may only be bound once in a hypothesis list, and by our naming convention for hy-
pothesis variables. There is a tradeoff here between abstractness and efficiency, and
in fact implementation work is made easier if the types are treated less abstractly.

Thus, our instantiation ofPROOF(Varname;VEq;Wff;Multiset) is a 12-tuple.
The first three elements arePropProof, which is defined below, and the two func-
tionsλp.Hyps(TopGoal(p)) andλp.Concl(TopGoal(p)).

DEFINITION 23 (PropProof)

PropProof≡
{p : Proof | complete(p) ∧ reflection_free(p)
∧ IsClosedPropSequent(TopGoal(p))}
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The remaining elements are simply functions that build up the appropriate super-
structure around their arguments. We give a couple of examples; the remainder are
similar.Hypothesisis instantiated by

λh.λc.〈MakeNuprlSequent(h; c),hypothesis_rule(index(c;h)),nil〉.
This function simply constructs a single node proof consisting of the sequent

h ` c, justified by the Nuprl hypothesis rule. Note the use ofindexto find the index
of the hypothesisc in h, which is required as a parameter to the Nuprl inference
rule.

A more intricate example is the following function used to instantiateImpRight.

λa, pa.

let t = TopGoal(pa)
h = Hyps(t)
c = Concl(t)
m = a;h)
h′ = delete_nth(m;h)

in
〈MakeNuprlSequent(h′; Implies(a; b)),
implies_intro_rule(Prop, tempvar(m)),
[permute_hyps(pa;h′@MakeNuprlHyp(tempvar(m); a)]),
prop_auto(a;h)]〉

Here,Prop represents the termUi (which is the term to whichPropexpands) and
tempvar(m) represents the variable name %n. The functionpermute_hypsis the
function that takes a proof representationp and a hypothesis list representationh,
and produces a proof representationp′ with the same hypotheses and conclusion as
p, but with the hypotheses rearranged to matchh. And the functionprop_autotakes
a representation of propositional formulaa, and a representation of hypothesis list
h, which includes a binding of the formx : Prop for each free variable ofa, and
returns a representation of a proof ofh ` a ∈ Prop.

LetH, a ` b be the topmost goal sequent ofpa. We construct a proof consisting
of a representation of the sequentH ` a → b, an invocation of the Nuprl implies
introduction rule, and two subproofs. The implies introduction rule takes two argu-
ments: one indicates the universe level at which to do the introduction, and the other
provides a variable name for the new hypothesis generated by the rule. The first
subproof is, essentially,pa. However, because its topmost goal’s hypotheses must
have the hypothesisa last, whilepa’s topmost goal’s hypotheses may havea in any
position, some rearrangement of hypotheses may be required. The second subproof
is a proof thata is well formed and is constructed by the functionprop_auto.

When we instantiateMULTISET, WFF andPROOFlike this, our proof of the
completeness theorem produces a functionf that maps elements of the typeTerm
either to elements of the typeProof, or to Kripke models. Moreover, ifC represents
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the propositional formulac, then if F(C) is an elementp of the typeProof, p
represents a proof of the sequent

x1 : Prop, . . . xn : Prop ` c

in which the variable namesxi are exactly the names of the free variables ofc, in
some order. Furthermore, we know that ifc is provable,f (C) will always be an
element ofProof.

Usingf we can construct a function that maps certain termsS that represent
provable sequentss to terms that represent a proof ofs. For our function to be
applicable,s must, in addition to being provable, be a closed sequent of the form

x1 : Prop, . . . xn : Prop ` c,

c must be propositional, and the variable namesxi must all name free variables of
c. To construct our function, we first project out the component ofS that represents
c to produce a termC. We applyf to C. Becauses is provable, we obtain an
elementP of the Nuprl typeProof. P represents a proof of the sequent

x′1 : Prop, . . . x′n : Prop ` c,

in whichx′1, . . . , x
′
n is a permutation ofx1, . . . , xn. Using the hypothesis permuting

tactic described earlier, we can produce a term that represents the proof ofs, as
required.

We can also implement a function that decides if a term likeS, which represents
a certain sort of sequents, as described above, represents a provable sequent.
Simply project out the componentC of S that representsC, apply f to C, and
return true iff returns a proof, and false iff returns a Kripke model.

6.5. APPLIED FORMULAS

What we have just shown is the existence of a procedure mapping a particular class
of Nuprl sequents to either their proof or a counter-model. The sequents must have
a pure propositional formula as their conclusion, and must have only declarations
of propositional variables as hypotheses. We would really like to generalize this
procedure to allow applied propositional formulas, in which the class of atomic
formulas is extended to include terms we wish to consider as constants. We call
these extended formulasapplied formulas, after Curry [10]. Our goal is to produce
a proof of these sequents if they are propositionally provable, that is, provable
without regard to the interpretation of the atomic formulas. It turns out that pro-
ducing such a procedure is very easy: it requires only very minor changes to the
instantiations given above.

Most importantly we must extend the class of terms. The easiest way to do this
is to change our instantiation ofVarname. We instantiate it with an appropriate
subtype of theTerm type. This type must not contain representatives of terms
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formed using the propositional connectivesand, or, impliesor false. This restric-
tion ensures that propositional formulas may easily be distinguished from non-
propositional formulas. It is logically unrestrictive since we can define an operator

guard(x) ≡ x
to protect propositional formulas we wish to treat as atomic. Variable equality is
instantiated asTermequality (or rather, by a decision procedure for term equality,
since that is what is required by the abstract type), and variable injection is instanti-
ated by the identity function. We must also change the body of the final case in the
instantatiation ofWffInd to behv(w) instead ofhv(NthParameterObject(1;w)).
Everything else in the instantiation ofWFF remains the same—we deliberately
took variables to be the default case when we defined the instantiation ofWffInd
above, so that we could easily change the instantiation ofVarnamewithout disrup-
tion.

Second, we must allow this richer class of terms to appear as propositional
formulas in proofs. The only other change that needs to be made is in the procedure
that maps propositional formulas to proofs that they are propositional formulas.
Before, the variable case simply required that we invoke the hypothesis that bound
the variable with typeProp. Now, nontrivial work is required. The easiest way to
extend the system is to change the restrictions on the hypotheses. Now, three kinds
of hypotheses may appear: (1) variable bindings, which may now bind variables of
any type, and which are required to ensure that the sequent is closed; (2) hypotheses
of the form t ∈ Prop; and (3) propositional hypotheses, as before. We further
require that any atomic formula used either in a propositional hypothesis or in the
conclusion must be declared as propositional by a hypothesis of the first two sorts.
In the atomic case, the propositional well-formedness function simply needs to
invoke the appropriate hypothesis.Nothingelse need be changed.

7. Reflection

The Nuprl reflection mechanism includes types that represent the various classes of
primitive Nuprl objects, in particular, terms, sequents, and proofs. It also includes a
rule that allows us to justify a sequents by showing that the type used to represent
proofs, theProof type, has an element that represents a proof ofs. We call this rule
the reflection rule. It is parameterized by a Nuprl term, and a positive integer. The
term parameter is used to generate subgoals, and the integer parameter, called the
reflection level, ensures that the reflection rule does not allow circular reasoning.

The reflection rule can be used, with a subgoal generatorf and a reflection
leveln, to refine any sequentg. f is a applied to the canonical representation ofg.
The resulting term is evaluated. If evaluation produces the left injection of a list of
sequent representations, the refinement succeeds; otherwise, it fails. Suppose the
refinement succeeds, and that the list of sequent representations is of lengthm;
m + 1 subgoals are generated. The second and subsequent subgoals are exactly
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those sequents represented by the elements of the list. Thus, they can be thought
of as generated byf . The first subgoal justifies the use of the reflection subgoal.
It always has the same basic syntactic form. It has a single hypothesis asserting
that the application off to the representation ofg evaluates to a left injection. Its
conclusion asserts the existence of a memberP of theProof type satisfying three
conditions. First, the proofP represents must haveg as its top-level goal. Second,
this proof must have as its open assumptions the remaining subgoals generated by
the reflection rule. Third, any instance of the reflection rule occurring in this proof
must have a reflection level smaller thann. Schematically,

H ` G by reflection f, n
isl(f (pH ` Gq)) ` ∃P : Proof.root(P ) = pH ` Gq ∈ Sequent

& frontier(P ) = outl(f (pH ` Gq))
∈ Sequent list

& level(P ) < n
H1 ` G1
...

Hm ` Gm

providedf (pH ` Gq) evaluates to a terminl([S1, . . . , Sm]), andSi represents the
sequentHi ` Gi, for eachi between 1 andm.

Suppose we know of some computable function that takes a sequent (or more
accurately, the representation of one) and returns the Boolean valuetrueonly if the
sequent is provable. Suppose also that the function operates very quickly, and that
it returnstruesufficiently often. It would facilitate theorem proving if we could use
this function as a new inference rule with which to refine sequents. If the function
returnstrue the sequent is justified without further ado; if it isn’t, the refinement
fails. Not much has been lost in the latter case, since the function is assumed to run
quickly. In the remainder of this section, we sketch the use of the reflection rule to
do just this.

First, we must write the decision procedure as a Nuprl term. The abstraction
mechanism is sufficiently rich to ensure that this is not significantly more onerous
than writing it in any other programming language. Call the resulting Nuprl ob-
ject dec_proc. We can prove that this function has the properties we expect of it:
namely, that it map sequents totrue or false, and that if it maps a sequent totrue,
the sequent is provable in Nuprl. We state and prove these theorems:

dec_proc∈ Sequent→ bool

∀s : Sequent.dec_proc(s) = true∈ bool
⇒ ∃p : Proof.complete(p)& root(p) = s ∈ Sequent

In practice, two modifications are actually necessary. Often, it is inconvenient
to arrange thatdec_procbehave appropriately on all sequents, but it is possible to
ensure that it works on some easily recognizable subclass of sequents. Thus, we
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replace all instances of Sequent above with the type{s : Sequent| 8(s)}, where8
is some easily decidable predicate on sequents. Also, as becomes apparent when we
attempt to use the latter theorem, we need a bound on the level of reflection used in
the proof represented byp. These refinements are particularly important because
we typically derive our decision procedures relative to an abstract description of
a logic. This treatment deliberately obscures the fact that the object logic is to be
embedded in Nuprl. Our decision procedures cannot be expected to check that their
arguments are objects of the appropriate logic: they are developed assuming that
the object logic is all there is. Thus, the predicate8 is used to limit the application
of the decision procedure to appropriate sequents. For the sake of concreteness, we
take the bound on the level of reflection to be zero – thus requiring that the proof
be reflection-free – but any bound would do. Thus, our second theorem is actually
stated as

∀s : {s : Sequent| 8(s)}.dec_proc(s) = true∈ {true, false}
⇒ ∃p : Proof.complete(p)& root(p) = s ∈ Sequent& reflection_free(p)

All we have required so far is that the function be implemented, and that our
knowledge about its behavior be formalized. This is the only preparation that is
required to use this function as an inference rule. With this done, we can use
dec_proc, the reflection rule, and some simple, inexpensive reasoning (all wrapped
up as a tactic) as a new inference rule. The cost of using the rule will be essen-
tially the cost of applyingdec_proc. System security is maintained: no unsound
reasoning is permitted.

To safely usedec_procas an inference rule on a sequentH ` G, we use
the reflection rule. The reflection level is 1 (if we had chosen a nonzero upper
bound on the reflection level, in our refined statement of the theorem characterizing
dec_proc, we would have to choose a number bigger than that bound instead). The
subgoal generator is a functionf that, when applied to the representationS, of
a sequent returnsinl(nil) if 8(S) holds anddec_proc(S) returnstrue, and returns
inr(nil) otherwise. This yields a single subgoal

isl(f (pH ` Gq)) `
∃p : Proof.root(p) = pH ` Gq ∈ Sequent

& frontier(p) = outl(f (pH ` Gq)) ∈ Sequent list
& level(p) < 1

We cut in the formula8(pH ` Gq), which we know is true becausef returned
successfully. It is assumed that the cut formula will also be easy to prove. This
allows us to prove thatpH ` Gq belongs to the type{s : Sequent| 8(s)}.
Becausef returned successfully, our definition off allows us to conclude that
dec_proc(pH ` Gq) evaluates totrue. Thus, the theorem we stated to characterize
dec_procholds. We use it to conclude that

∃p : Proof.complete(p)& root(p) = pH ` Gq ∈ Sequent& reflection_free(p).
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Note thatoutl(f (pH ` Gq)) is nil, andreflection_free(p) is equivalent tolevel(p)
< 1, so the remaining subgoal follows immediately.

The only nontrivial theorem proving is the running off , and the proof that
8(pH ` Gq) actually holds. The latter is assumed to be very easy, and in any case
is necessary only to avoid the need fordec_procto validate its input. The definition
of f can be given as follows

f (s) = if decide_phi(s)&& dec_proc(s) = true theninl(nil) elseinr(nil).

Heredecide_phiis a decision procedure for8, which we assume is very fast.
Thus, runningf is roughly as expensive as runningdec_proc.

8. Conclusions

A general problem-solving environment should allow extensions of both the in-
formation contained within it and the techniques available for manipulating that
information. In the case of a theorem proving assistant, we should be able to
add to both the store of knowledge (through libraries of proved theorems, lem-
mas, etc.) and the methods available for proof search (such as tactics and decision
procedures). Since these methods are just special-purpose programs, verification
questions arise when new methods are added to a system. Ideally, we would like to
be able to prove properties of these proof techniques in the same way as we would
prove other theorems in the system.

Reflection provides a uniform mechanism for applying metalevel reasoning to
the object level. In this paper, we have described how reflection may be used to
develop a verified decision procedure as the computational extract of a constructive
proof. Implementation of this proof is ongoing; the development of a library of
multiset functions and theorems about their properties has dominated this work.
Since the only role of this library is to support the definition of the induction mea-
sure, the full power of constructive logic is not necessary, and we are exploring the
possibility of using classical logic for such purposes. Current work also includes
verification of the Sup-Inf decision procedure for Presburger arithmetic [31].

The authors would like to thank Jim Caldwell for careful reading of earlier
drafts of this paper.

Appendix

A. Formal Definition of Forcing in Kripke Models

We wish to define two functions,forces(V,W) andnotforces(V,W), whereV is
the type of variable names andW is an instance of the ADTWFF(V ). The type of
these functions is

K : Kripke_model(V )→ W.Wff→ K.T → Type.
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Mathematically, these functions are defined by induction on the construction of
the formula:
forces(K, s, α) = af(s, α) (α ∈ Atom)

false (α = false)
forces(K, s, β) ∧ forces(K, s, γ ) (α = β ∧ γ )
forces(K, s, β) ∨ forces(K, s, γ ) (α = β ∨ γ )
∀s′.sRs′ →
notforces(K, s′, β) ∨ forces(K, s′, γ ) (α = β → γ )

notforces(K, s, α) = ¬af(s, α) (α ∈ Atom)
true (α = false)
notforces(K, s, β) ∨ notforces(K, s, γ ) (α = β ∧ γ )
notforces(K, s, β) ∧ notforces(K, s, γ ) (α = β ∨ γ )
∃s′.sRs′∧
forces(K, s′, β) ∧ notforces(K, s′, γ ) (α = β → γ )

Several issues arise when interpreting these definitions in type theory, since the
metalevel connectives are usually interpreted classically. However, in this setting
we are dealing only with finite Kripke models, for which forcing is decidable.
Thus, we may reformulate the definitions slightly. In type theory, usingWffInd for
induction on the structure of the formula, these definitions become

forces(V,W) ≡
λK : Kripke_model(V ).

W.WffInd(λx.(K.T → Type))

(λv.λs.(K. ↑ {af(s, v)}))
(λs. ↑ {false})
(λa, b, pa, pb.λs.pa(s) ∧ pb(s))
(λa, b, pa, pb.λs.pa(s) ∨ pb(s))
(λa, b, pa, pb.λs.∀s′ : K.T .(K.R(s, s′)→ (pa(s′)→ pb(s′))))

notforces(V,W) ≡
λK : Kripke_model(V ).

W.WffInd(λx.(K.T → Type))

(λv.λs.not(K. ↑ {af (s, v)}))
(λs. ↑ {true})
(λa, b, pa, pb.λs.pa(s) ∨ pb(s))
(λa, b, pa, pb.λs.pa(s) ∧ pb(s))
(λa, b, pa, pb.λs.∃s′ : K.T .(K.R(s, s′)
∧ (forces(V,W)(K)(a)(s′) ∧ pb(s′))))
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Recall that↑ {p} maps the Boolean valuetrue to an inhabited type, and the
valuefalseto an uninhabited type. This allows us to interpret Boolean truth values
as intuitionistic truth values, i.e. as members ofType.

B. Details of the Completeness Proof

We shall now consider a few cases of the induction. All the cases of the inner
induction are very similar; we shall present two so that the pattern becomes clear.
We shall also describe the case which reduces the outer inductive measure.

Recall that in the inner induction of the proof, we have that∃N ∈ S.

¬Node_complete(N) andi2(S) > 0.
Also recall that¬Node_complete(N) implies that there are formulasa, b :

W.Wff such that one of the following holds:

W.And(a, b) ∈ π1(N) but a 6∈ π1(N) ∨ b 6∈ π1(N)

W.Or(a, b) ∈ π1(N) but a 6∈ π1(N)& b 6∈ π1(N)

W.Implies(a, b) ∈ π1(N) but a 6∈ π2(N)& b 6∈ π1(N)

W.And(a, b) ∈ π2(N) but a 6∈ π2(N)& b 6∈ π2(N)

W.Or(a, b) ∈ π2(N) but a 6∈ π2(N) ∨ b 6∈ π2(N)

We will give two cases as examples; the other cases proceed similarly.

Case:W.And(a, b) ∈ π1(N) buta 6∈ π1(N) ∨ b 6∈ π1(N)

Suppose the first case holds. Then we haveW.And(a, b) ∈ π1(N) but either
a 6∈ π1(N) or b 6∈ π1(N). Let N ′ = 〈{a, b} ∪ π1(N), π2(N)〉. (Formally, this is
really〈{a}∪({b}∪π1(N)), π2(N)〉.) LetS′ beS withN replaced everywhere byN ′.
Sincea andb are subformulas of a formula inS, it follows thatSF(S′) = SF(S).
Furthermore, since we know that one ofa andb was not inπ1(N) but both are now
in π1(N

′), we have|SF(S′) − π1(N
′)| < |SF(S) − π1(N)|. Since no other node

has changed, we havei2(S′) < i2(S).
Note that the requirement that systems be eligible guarantees thati1(S

′) =
i1(S). The only way this measure could be reduced is if the new node were equal to
one already in the system. But since adding a formula to an open node cannot make
it equal to another node if it wasn’t contained in it beforehand, this is impossible
if the first system is eligible. Similarly, because the first system is eligible, the new
system is also, since there is still at most one open node, and it cannot be contained
in a complete node in the system.

We then apply the induction hypothesis to this new system. The result is either

∃N : NODE.N ∈ S′&
∃P : Proof.Proof.(Proof.Hyps(P ) = π1(N)&Proof.Concl(P ) ∈ π2(N))
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or

∃K : Kripke_model(V )
∃f : {f : {N : NODE|N ∈ S′} → K.T |
∀N : {N : NODE|N ∈ S′}
∀w : W.Wff.w ∈ π1(N)→ forces(K,w, f (N))&

w ∈ π2(N)→ notforces(K,w, f (N))}

Subcase:S′ is provable.In the first case, letM be the node inS′ which is proved.
If M 6= N ′, then the nodeM is in the original systemS, so we have immediately
that there exists a provable node inS.

If M = N ′, then, given thatP provesN ′, a proof ofN is

Proof.AndLeft(a, b, P ).

Observe that, by definition of the ruleProof.AndLeft, the formulasa andb added
to π1(N) to makeN ′ are removed by application of the rule. Thus, we know that
the hypotheses set ofP is π1(N). Sinceπ2(N) = π2(N

′), and the conclusion of
the proof does not change, we have a proof ofN , as desired.

Subcase:S′ has a countermodel.If, instead, we have a countermodelK and func-
tion f for S′, take the sameK and definef (N) = f (N ′). Sinceπ1(N) ⊂ π1(N

′),
and statef (N ′) in K forces everything inπ1(N

′), we must have that statef (N)
forces everything inπ1(N).

Case:W.And(a, b) ∈ π2(N) buta 6∈ π2(N)& b 6∈ π2(N).

As another example, one which corresponds to an or-branch in the tableau, consider
the case whereW.And(a, b) ∈ π2(N) buta 6∈ π2(N)& b 6∈ π2(N).

We create new nodesN0 = 〈π1(N), {a} ∪ π2(N)〉 andN1 = 〈π1(N), {b} ∪
π2(N)〉.

Let S0 be the systemS with N replaced byN0 andS1 be S with N replaced
byN1.

By the same argument in the previous case,SF(S0) = SF(S1) = SF(S), and
since neithera norb was inπ2(N), we have|SF(S0)−π2(N0)| < |SF(S)−π2(N)|
and|SF(S1)− π2(N1)| < |SF(S)− π2(N)|. Since no other nodes have changed,
we havei2(S0) < i2(S) andi2(S1) < i2(S).

As in the previous case, the requirement that systems be eligible ensures that
i1(S0) = i1(S1) = i1(S). Also, it is easy to check that these new systems are
eligible using the fact the old system was eligible.

We now apply the inductive hypothesis to bothS0 andS1. There are a number
of cases to consider.

Subcase:S0 or S1 has a countermodel.If we have a Kripke countermodel for either
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S0 or S1, the same model is a countermodel forS, by an argument similar to the
one above. The value off (N) for the systemS should be the value off (N0) or
f (N1); this ensures that all formulas inπ1(N) are forced and no formula inπ2(N)

is forced.

Subcase:S0 andS1 are provable.If the inductive hypothesis applied to eitherS0 or
S1 produces a proof of a node which is notN0 or N1, the same proof satisfies the
theorem forS, since that node will also be inS.

If either application of the inductive hypothesis produces a proof ofN0 or N1

such that the formula proved is nota or b, that formula must be inN and the same
proof satisfies the theorem forS.

The last possibility is that the proofs produced by the inductive hypothesis are
proofs of a and b, i.e. we haveP0 with Proof.Hyps(P0) = π1(N0) and Proof.
Concl(P0) = a, andP1 with Proof.Hyps(P1) = π1(N1) andProof.Concl(P1) = b.
Since

π1(N) = π1(N0) = π1(N1),

a proof ofN is simplyProof.AndRight(P0, P1).

Reducing the Outer Inductive Measure

We now consider the outer induction. The outer inductive measure is reduced
when the inner inductive cannot be further reduced, but the system is not yet
complete. In this case, we have for allN in S that Node_complete(N), but not
System_complete(S). Since we do not haveSystem_complete(S), we must have

∃N : (Wffset×Wffset)∃a, b : W.WffN ∈ S&
W.Implies(a, b) ∈ π2(N)& ∀N ′.N ′ ∈ S → a 6∈ π1(N

′) ∨ b 6∈ π2(N
′).

LetN ′ = 〈{a} ∪ π1(N), {b}〉 and letS′ = {N ′} ∪ S.
Since the formulas in the new nodeN ′ are subformulas of those in the system

S, we haveSN(S) = SN(S′). Therefore,i1(S′) = |SN(S)−S′| < |SN(S)−S| =
i1(S), and the outer induction measure is reduced when this node is added. Further-
more, since there were no open nodes inS, there is at most one open node inS ′.
Since the new nodeN ′ cannot be contained in any other node inS′, we have that
S′ is eligible and we can apply the inductive hypothesis to it.

When we apply the inductive hypothesis, as before, we have either

∃N : NODE.N ∈ S′&
∃P : Proof.Proof.Proof.Hyps(P ) = π1(N)&Proof.Concl(P ) ∈ π2(N)

or

∃K : Kripke_model(V )
∃f : {f : {N : NODE|N ∈ S} → K.T |
∀N : {N : NODE|N ∈ S′}
∀w : W.Wff.w ∈ π1(N)→ forces(K,w, f (N))&

w ∈ π2(N)→ notforces(K,w, f (N))}
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In the first case, letM be the node inS′ which is proved. IfM 6= N ′, thenM is
in S and the same proof suffices forS.

If M = N ′, then the proof ofN in S is simply

Proof.ImpRight(a, P )

If a countermodelK for S′ is created, the same modelK is a countermodel for
S as well. The only difference is that the nodeN ′ is removed from the domain of
the functionf .
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